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ABSTRACT
The topic of this dissertation is the development of a learning algorithm for the shaping of
a lasers three-dimensional focal intensity distribution, specifically for the interest of generating
non-diffracting beams. These beams have garnered growing interest in fields such as microscopy
and laser physics. The learning algorithm developed is based on a genetic algorithm (GA)
approach. The goal of the algorithm is to find the necessary bi-dimensional phase (or wavefront)
to apply to a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) in order to optimize the laser spatial profile; which is
measured by a Charged Coupling Device (CCD) camera. Two versions of the GA were developed,
validated and used, the first one performing wavefront correction (or focal spot optimization), and
the second one focal volume optimization.
The first version of GA is called single-plane GA, as it uses the signal of the CCD camera
in one single transverse plane. This approach is similar to what is standard in wavefront correction
schemes that are not using - for optimization - the direct measurement of the laser wavefront, but
instead a signal generated by the laser that is dependent on the wavefront aberrations (or shape).
An experimental setup is described, and wavefront optimization experiments validate the use of
the single-plane GA as a way of correcting aberrations purposely induced on a Gaussian beam
laser. The feedback signal, which can be maximized or minimized, is the spatial profile maximum
intensity or its beam width.
iii

As the single-plane GA uses the spatial profile, measured in one transverse plane, it is
unable to optimize the lasers focal distribution in a predictable way. An extension of the method,
called multi-plane GA, is later proposed. This novel approach to beam shaping uses, as feedback
for algorithm optimization, the spatial profiles measured in multiple transverse planes. Recording
multiple transverse planes at different longitudinal positions is achieved using the SLM, which
applies a defocus term without physical translation of the CCD camera. This multiple recording
capability requires a proper defocus calibration of the SLM, which was performed and validated
via measurement of a non-aberrated Gaussian beam, as well as a SLM-generated astigmatic
Gaussian beam, with comparisons taking the 3D recording of the focal distribution using manual
translation of the CCD camera.
Different fitness methods using multiple transverse planes were developed and their
implications and limits tested. The balance between the algorithm convergence speed, the degrees
of freedom of the 2D phases induced by the SLM, the size of the algorithm search space, and
ability of the GA to perform a given focal volume shaping goal, are discussed. Using the
minimization of energy, size or similitude between spatial profiles in the five planes, convergence
of the multi-plane GA towards a non-diffracting Bessel beam and Airy beam was demonstrated.
Compared to the initial starting corrected Gaussian beam, the multi-plane GA was able to increase
the laser depth of field up to 32 times for the Bessel beam, and up to 7 times for the Airy beam.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Vision, Optics and Adaptive Optics
There are numerous fields of study within the world of STEM (Science, Technology,

Engineering, and Mathematics), many of which tie back as far as early human civilization. As
extensive and encompassing as these academic disciplines are, we wish to focus on one field in
particular; Optics. Optics is a scientific field of study centered on the understanding of light (or
electromagnetic waves), as well as the dynamics involved when light interacts with other matter
or forces in nature. A burgeoning category of science, optics – as a field of study – has seen its
popularity grow immensely in modern history, largely due to technical advancements and
breakthroughs. Some of these advancements were within the field itself, such as our ability to
detect, measure, and – ultimately – manipulate light for various purposes. This introductory
chapter intends to not only provide a summarized breakdown of some of optics core fundamentals,
but how they relate to a particular topic of interest that will be tackled in this dissertation: Adaptive
Optics, and its use for shaping the focal volume of a laser beam. Let’s first introduce how the topic
of vision links to adaptive optics.
Visual clarity (“Vision”) has been an indispensable tool to humanities ability to observe
the world around it. Vision is how we are able to see the world through our day to day lives, how
observers view the night sky and catalog the numerous stars and galaxies, or how a student is
capable of seeing red blood cells through a microscope for the first time. The ability for humanity
to learn through visual stimuli, and our desire to better perceive the world, has had marked
technological, cultural, economic, and social impacts on human social behavior and living [1]. Not
so dissimilar to Humans, optical-based devices - that we have designed - also rely on visual clarity
to correctly process information.
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An imaging camera can serve as an analog to the human eye, operating by using a lens to
focus an incoming light source; similar to the human pupil. This light source then impedes upon
the camera film (or sensor for digital cameras), where the intensity of the light source is captured
on film through chemical emulsion, or by on-board collection within digital cameras. In the case
of human eye, the retina collects the light and our brain processes various light stimuli. Cameras
have become a centerpiece for capturing images of value. With inventor George Eastman spurring
the proliferation of photographic cameras in the 19th century, they have had significant impact on
both human culture and entertainment; with uses in photography, movies, journalism, and daily
leisure. They have even made their way into our cell phones and, in the modern era, have been
engineered with miniaturization in mind.
Human visual acuity is dependent upon many factors. These factors include: the sharpness
of the retinal focus within the eye, the health and functioning of the retina, and the sensitivity of
the interpretative faculties of the brain [2,3]. Often times, individuals with low visual acuity suffer
from light not being focused properly when passing through their retina; called refractive error or
“ametropia”. The top image in Fig. 1.1 showcases an eye with a cornea that is able to perfectly
focus the light onto the retina. The bottom image shows a cornea with a surface that causes
wavefront distortions. This produces a blurry, or out of focus, image. These distortions are
subdivided into more commonly referred to visual conditions, such as Myopia, Hyperopia,
Astigmatism, and Presbyopia, all of which are classified as either spherical or cylindrical
aberrations. These types of aberrations are not just limited to human vision and are a common
issue in optomechanical devices and instruments.

2

Figure 1.1: Illustration of image formation in the human eye. (Top) Ideal image formation (Bottom) Aberrated
image formation.

To better describe the behavior of these aberrations, let us consider two instruments that
lie along the extremes of optical imaging systems: the microscope – for discovering the structure
of miniscule objects, and the telescope – for macroscopic observation of the universe. Microscopes
have allowed for the imaging of miniscule objects of interest by focusing light through an
objective; with other optics being used to allow for user visualization. This is juxtaposed by
macroscopic observations performed through the science of Astronomy. One of mankind’s earliest
forms of scientific discovery, our ability to view and study the stars has progressed significantly
throughout the existence of our species. Using long-distance telescopes, both ground and spacebased, humanity has acquired stunning images of our neighboring star systems, celestial bodies,
and spatial anomalies. In fact, our technology has evolved so rapidly, we are at the point of even
determining what may be the elemental composition of planets in distant galaxies; including their
habitability. Within all these examples, the image formed does not always achieve the best quality
possible; due to distortion. In both of these instruments, their spatial resolution (the amount of
3

detail) is a determining factor in revealing information about the object of interest. These
distortions can be caused by the instrument itself (similar to aberrations in the human eye) or by
the medium being looked through.
As the diagram in Fig. 1.1 showcases for the human eye, there are number of key
components involved when forming an image of an object. There is the light emitted from the
object (1), the medium in which light propagates before reaching the instrument (2), the imaging
optics (3), and the recording/storage element (4). Each of these components can contribute to
forming a poorly resolved image. In microscopy, much effort was initially made on improving the
instrument itself (3) and (4), then on preventing distortion from the medium (2) [4-6]. Now, the field
has moved towards trying to correct the aberrations originating from the source (sample) itself (1)
[7-10]

. For astronomy, the main contributor to image distortion is the medium (2), which is Earth’s

atmosphere. Specifically, this is an issue for ground-based telescopes, which is the main reason
for sending smaller diameter telescopes into space, as the distortion brought on by this atmospheric
turbulence is removed (see Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Sunspot on the surface of the sun, with corrected (left) and uncorrected (right) images. Images obtained
with a Lockheed/SPO AO system [11].

4

When astronomic ground-based telescopes are used to image and collect stellar
information, by capturing the reflected light sent from a distant body or space, the returning light
rays are altered from that of the original light source. This issue of turbulence can also be
compounded if the surface of the mirror used within the ground-based telescope is not flat
(smooth). Ultimately, the goal is to have the aberration free wavefront of the light source focus
near-perfectly upon the light collecting optics in your system; or your eye. A methodology was
developed for astronomy, called Adaptive Optics (AO), in which an active optics is inserted in the
system. This optical device can dynamically be deformed to induce the opposite effect caused by
turbulence. AO methods have evolved drastically since their invention, and can be applied in a
variety of fields, from military applications and laser science, to imaging in the biomedical field.
This dissertation deals with the development of AO methods for wavefront correction and
optical beam shaping, and more specifically, with the generation of shaped focal volumes.
Active Optics are specially designed for transforming the wavefront of a light source. One of the
key facets of an active optics is its ability to perform what is known as wavefront correction. At
its core, correction is the act of providing a counteracting phase in order to “flatten” the wavefront
back to its optimal shape; by way of the active optics. An aberrated light source is essentially a
distorted (aberrated) wavefront. A wavefront can be envisioned as a ripple in a pond, comprised a
several waves that flow along in space. Ripples that are close to the source that made them are
more spherical, while those further away appear flat. A distorted wavefront can be thought of as
deviations in the continuity of the ripple; i.e. a lack of smoothness. This deviation is the result of
phase differences. The purpose of the active optics is to provide a phase that counteracts these
phase differences. If an ideal “flat” wavefront is one with a value of 0, and a distortion added to
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the wavefront is of value 1, then it’s the function of the active optics to provide a -1 value that
counteracts this distortion value.
Optical beam shaping shares similarities in some of the tools used for wavefront correction,
but its goal is to shape the amplitude (or intensity distribution) of the light. Beam shaping can be
done directly using amplitude shaping active optics, or phase shaping active optics that in turn
influences the amplitude of the light source as the light propagates. Our study uses the phase
shaping method specifically. In the same manner in which a phase is used to correct for a distorted
wavefront, an additional phase can be imparted on the active optics in order to reshape incoming
light; and its associated spatial profile. It is typically well suited to apply a beam shaping phase
after wavefront correction, as aberrations in the original wavefront are likely to persist in the
altered wavefront. This approach to beam shaping is quite beneficial for researchers and industries,
given that active optics occupy a relatively small area (due to their small size), and the degree of
flexibility offered by their ability to reshape by means of a controller or computer.

1.2

Dissertation outline
This chapter is dedicated to discussing many of the core optics-based subjects associated

with wave Optics and Adaptive Optics (AO). Section 1.3 discuss electromagnetic waves and their
associated properties, such as phase, wavefront shapes, and the Gaussian beam; a common laser
beam type which is used as a reference in this dissertation at multiple occasion. Section 1.4 is
centered on wavefront distortion, while sections 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8 discuss the history, system
design, instruments, and applications comprising the field of AO’s. Finally, section 1.9 discusses
how a wavefront can be measured. This is an important detail to cover, as measuring the wavefront
is essential to many of the experiments that are conducted within this dissertation.
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Subsequent chapters touch on the various wavefront correction and shaping experiments
that were performed. One approach to correcting a distorted wavefront, without measuring the
aberrated wavefront, but instead its effect on a given signal (here - the laser beam profile), is laid
out in Chapter 2. The experimental design described in chapter 2 is that of an interferometer,
which also incorporates a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) for correction. Working in tangent with
the interferometer, and SLM, is a Genetic Algorithm (GA), which was developed as a feedback
mechanism during the correction process. Large, static aberrations are applied to an incoming light
source, and then corrected by the experimental setup. Diagnosis of the corrected wavefront, as well
as the computational dynamics involved for the GA to find a solution, is also detailed.
Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the SLM as a means of creating 3D axial
intensity profiles. A novel calibration technique is employed as a means of imaging the beam
source over the entirety of its propagation distance. Validation of this technique is made by
obtaining the axial intensity profiles of both a Gaussian beam, one of the most common and
fundamental laser beam types, as well as that of a beam suffering from induced aberrations.
Finally, in Chapter 4, a detailed experiment demonstrates the capacity for the GA, in
conjunction with the active optics, to generate a beam with a distinct line focus; or non-diffracting
qualities. This line focus generation is the result of imaging feedback from multiple transverse
images (taken by a CCD camera) over several planes along the beam axis. This method will be
referred to as multi-plane GA, in opposition to the single-plane GA method that is developed and
presented in chapter 2, which only optimizes one transverse spatial profile. The line focus beams
produced by the multi-plane GA have a number of real-world applications. As an example, in the
field of microscopy, line focus beams can be used to generate light-sheets.
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1.3

Beam wavefront and transverse spatial intensity profile
As the basis of optics is the study of light, this section is relegated to understanding the

fundamentals of Electromagnetic (EM) waves, how they are capable of be described by a
wavefront, and how the light distribution can be described by its transverse spatial profile. From a
general standpoint, light is a byproduct of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation lies along an
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum containing numerous frequencies, wavelengths, and energy. In
our daily lives, we are most accustomed to light within the visible spectrum, with wavelengths
ranging between the 400nm to 700nm range. There are numerous other types of radiation along
this spectrum; including: Gamma, X-ray, Microwave, and Infrared, to name a few.
1.3.1 Maxwell’s equations and derivation of the wave equation
The generation of an electromagnetic wave lies within the theory and physics of
electromagnetism, a field of scientific study that centers on the interactions between electrically
charged particles; such as electrons. Electromagnetic waves are the byproduct of electromagnetic
radiation, which is considered a long-range fundamental force in physics; long-range implying no
direct physical interaction between two or more objects

[12,13]

Human curiosity of

electromagnetism – in recorded history - stems as far back as 2750 BCE in ancient Egypt, with
Egyptian texts describing those who handled electrically conducting animals (such as electric
catfish or eels) receiving a shocking sensation

[14]

. While time has allowed for the breadth of

knowledge regarding electromagnetism to flourish, such as Benjamins Franklins infamous kite
flying experiment showing the connection between lightning and electricity, electromagnetic
theory underwent a revolution during the 19th century. With experimental findings made by
prominent scientists, such as Hans Christian Ørsted, Joseph Henry, Michael Henry, and Sir
William Thomson, the physics of magnetism, electromagnetic induction (electric current), and
8

electric field oscillations, became observably proven and developed into the bedrock of current
electromagnetic theory

[15,16]

. These independent discoveries would soon be modeled into a

complete theory that would see itself as one of the principle fundamental laws of physics.
The nomenclature used today to describe electromagnetism is owed to James Clerk
Maxwell. In the mid-19th century, after publishing his paper, “On Faradays lines of Force,”
Maxwell would craft a set of 20 differential equations that would describe the interconnected
behavior between electric and magnetic waves. These were detailed in his 1865 paper, “A
Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field” [17,18]. This was later contracted into four partial
differential equations, in part by Oliver Heaviside, using vector notation; as shown in Table 1.1
[19]

. Maxwell was able to formulate the differential equations by adding a displacement current into

André-Marie Ampère’s Circuital Law, which dealt with how a magnetic field projects itself around
a closed loop with a current passing through it.
Gauss’ Law
Gauss’ Law of Magnetism

⃗∇ ∙ 𝐷
⃗ = 𝜌
⃗∇ ∙ 𝐵
⃗ =0
⃗
−𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑡
⃗
𝜕𝐷
⃗∇ × 𝐻
⃗ =𝐽+
𝜕𝑡

Faraday’s Law of Induction

⃗ × 𝐸⃗ =
∇

Ampère’s Law

Table 1.1: Maxwell’s Equations. D is the displacement field, ρ is the charge density, B is the magnetic field vector,
E is the electric field vector, H is the magnetizing field, and J is the current density.

By taking the second derivatives and curls of the differential Maxwell Equations, one can
find that the speed of light c is inversely proportional to the permittivity εo and the vacuum
permeability μo, as shown in Eqn. (1.1).
𝑐=

1
√ 𝜖0 𝜇0

9

(1.1)

Maxwell’s equations, and derivation for the speed of light, are pivotal discoveries within
classical physics. It predicted that, not only are the electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to
each other along to the propagation direction, but also that visible light itself is an electromagnetic
wave. The formulae of the Maxwell Equations drew some level of criticism with regards to their
mathematical simplicity and ability to describe – theoretically – the behavior of an electromagnetic
wave. However, Maxwell’s theories were experimentally proven by Heinrich Rudolf Hertz in 1887
[20]

, who proved that radio waves travel at the speed of light (Eqn. 1.1) and were also a form of

light, solidifying Maxwell’s work as one of the fundamental laws of physics.
Maxwell’s Equations are capable of providing a versatile answer in describing many
known optical phenomenon; from a mathematical standpoint. Specific to topic of adaptive optics,
these equations are utilized in expressing the nature of a wave. Given this, it is appropriate to first
define what is known as the wave equation. Much of the wave equation stems from the usage of
Faradays Law. By taking the curl of Faradays Law of Induction, and then using Ampere’s law (cf.
Eqn. 1.2), the derivation of the wave equation (Eqn. 1.3) can be achieved.
2⃗

⃗∇ × (∇
⃗ × 𝐸⃗ ) = ⃗∇(∇
⃗ ∙ 𝐸⃗ ) − ∇2 𝐸⃗ = − 1 𝜕 (∇
⃗ ×𝐵
⃗ ) = − 𝜇𝜖2 𝜕 𝐸2
𝑐 𝜕𝑡
𝑐 𝜕𝑡

(1.2)

2

1 𝜕
(∇2 − 𝑣2 𝜕𝑡 2 ) 𝐸⃗ (𝒓, 𝑡) = 0

where 𝑣 =

1
√𝜇𝜖

𝜕

(1.3)
𝜕

𝜕

and ∇ = 𝜕𝑥 𝑖̂ + 𝜕𝑦 𝑗̂ + 𝜕𝑧 𝑘̂

The symbol v denotes the speed of the wave, with the relative permittivity and permeability
being ε and μ, and r is the spatial coordinate that defines which dimension the wave equation
travels (e.g. x, y, or z). One-dimensional wave equations would result in the use of only one of
these variables and – generally – the variable z is used as a way of defining the waves direction of
propagation. As such, the use of z will continue to be used in this dissertation when describing the
10

direction the wave is traveling; unless noted otherwise. As the wave propagates in z, interactions
between the wave and matter can lead to diffraction, which is one of the more fundamental optical
phenomena that is associated with wave behavior.

1.3.2 Diffraction and Huygens principle
Diffraction is the bending of light (or waves) around an edge or obstacle but can also occur
naturally as a wave propagates in space. Originally discovered by scientist Ibn Sahl in c. 984 [21,22],
diffraction has been widely studied by many physicists; such as Francesco Maria Grimaldi, James
Gregory, and Isaac Newton. However, the physicist Christian Huygens would set a new precedent
on the understanding of diffraction. During his work in 1678, Huygens would expand upon the
wave theory of light by proposing that each point source contained within a wavefront - the surface
where all the wave value of disturbance is the same - would generate a secondary set of spherical
point sources. These secondary sources would then go on to create an entirely new wavefront,
comprising of spherical wavelets. (see Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Huygens principle model of diffraction. An initial wavefront (at time t) is seen as composed of spherical
wavelets. After a time, t+Δt, when these wavelets add up, a secondary wavefront is formed.
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This theoretical model would become a vital addition to the wave theory of light. This
nature of diffraction would spark a number of breakthroughs within the understanding of light and
wave theory. For example, by utilizing a two-slit aperture, and allowing a light source to propagate
through the aperture, physician Thomas Young was able to showcase the optical phenomenon
known as interference. This interference is grounded upon the theory of wave superposition, in
which the phases and intensity of two waves superpose on one another to create regions of light
and darkness. This demonstration of wave interference, along with the theoretical underpinnings
Augustin-Jean Fresnel’s theories on interference, would serve as the basis for the Huygens-Fresnel
Principle. The Huygens-Fresnel Principle is a fundamental law of optics and serves as a classical
model in evaluation wave propagation and diffraction. The principle is specific to a single point
source in space, P0, and is seen in Eqn. 1.4, where θ is the angle between the normal 𝑛̂, and the
vector 𝑟01 is pointing from P0 to P1; a secondary point. Finally, the rectangular form of this law
can be seen in Eqn. 1.5, with x’ and y’ being the coordinates of the diffracting aperture, z being the
propagation direction,

+∞

1

𝑈(𝑃0 ) = 𝑖𝜆 ∬−∞ 𝑈(𝑃1 )
𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝑧

𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑟01

∞

𝑟01

∬ 𝑈(𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ )
𝑖𝜆 −∞

cos(𝜃)𝑑𝑠

𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑟01
2
𝑟01

𝑑𝑥 ′ 𝑑𝑦′

(1.4)
(1.5)

𝑟01 = √𝑧 2 + (𝑥 − 𝑥 ′ )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦 ′ )2
The Huygens-Fresnel Principle is useful in interpreting the diffraction nature of a wave
both within the near field, and the far field. Mathematical representation of diffraction waves
depends on whether someone intends to study the diffraction effect in the near field or far field.
Near field diffraction occurs very close to the object causing the diffraction phenomenon, while
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far field diffraction is the opposite. Complex wave amplitude approximations can be made for both
the near and far field. By applying binomial expansion to r01, we can obtain the near field
approximation (Fresnel approximation) and far field approximations (Fraunhofer approximation).
The Fresnel approximation is shown in Eqn. 1.6, while the Fraunhofer approximation is shown in
Eqn. 1.7. Fresnel approximations assume a parabolic (spherical) wave, and Fraunhofer
approximations assume that of the planar wave.

𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑧
𝑖𝑘𝑧

∞

𝑘

∬−∞ 𝑈(𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ )exp {𝑗 2𝑧 [(𝑥 − 𝑥 ′ )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦 ′ )2 ]} 𝑑𝑥 ′ 𝑑𝑦′

𝑘
𝑖 (𝑥2 +𝑦2 )
𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑧 𝑒 2𝑧

𝑖𝑘𝑧

∞

2𝜋

∬−∞ 𝑈(𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ )exp [−𝑗 𝜆𝑧 (𝑥𝑥 ′ + 𝑦𝑦 ′ )] 𝑑𝑥 ′ 𝑑𝑦′

(1.6)
(1.7)

1.3.3 Wavefront and Spatial Intensity Profile
Electromagnetic waves are harmonic, meaning they oscillate – sinusoidally – as the wave
propagates. A complex form of the wave equation can be derived that illustrates many key
components of a traveling wave. By using separation of variables on the wave equation, and
expressing it as a complex harmonic differential equation, we can obtain the complex electric field
equation (Eqn. 1.8) for a wave propagating in z.
𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐸0 (𝑧, 𝑡)[cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑖sin(𝜔𝑡)]

(1.8)

This equation can be further simplified using Euler’s Formula (Eqn. 1.9) to provide the
complex form of the electric field (as shown in Eqn. 1.10), with i is an imaginary unit number, and
ω is the angular frequency.
𝑒 𝑖𝑧 = cos(𝑧) + 𝑖sin(𝑧)
𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐸0 (𝑧, 𝑡)𝑒 −𝑖𝜔𝑡
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(1.9)
(1.10)

Given its importance in the shaping of the wave, let us discuss the concept of phase. When
dealing with harmonic waves, each waveform travels cyclically, and a set point within this
particular cycle is referred to as a phase. If we express a wave as a sinusoidal function, which has
a specific periodicity, then the phase - and accompanying shifts - can be considered as ωt+δ [23].
In this equation, ωt is the phase of the wave, and δ is the phase shift. Due to the fact that a waveform
is cyclical, this means that the phase operates from 0 to 360°; or 0 to 2π (if expressed in radians).
A wavefront is generated as a consequence of radiated light rays. It can be considered as a
series of points in space that – as a whole – travels along the same direction as the light ray; see
Fig. 1.4. It should be noted, however, that the shape of the wavefront is perpendicular to the
direction of light propagation at all points in space

[24]

. More importantly, a wavefront is best

categorized by the similitude between the phases of each point, and how identical phases allow for
the creation of a surface (wavefront).

Figure 1.4: An optical point source and resulting spherical wavefront. The spherical surface in which the rays of
light share a similar phase is called the wavefront; perpendicular to the direction the ray is traveling.

If a point source radiates a light wave, as shown in Fig. 1.4, the corresponding wave is
called a spherical wave; as the shape of the wavefront would be spherical. A spherical wave has
no φ or θ dependence; due to their angular symmetry [25]. In this particular case, one would simply
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need to modify the wave equation into Eqn. 1.11, which can be rewritten in spherical form; see
Eqn. 1.12.
𝜕2 𝜓
𝜕𝑟 2

2 𝜕𝜓

1 𝜕2 𝜓

+ 𝑟 𝜕𝑟 = 𝑣2

𝜕2 (𝑟𝜓)
𝜕𝑡 2

= 𝑣2

𝜕𝑡 2

𝜕2 (𝑟𝜓)
𝜕𝑟 2

(1.11)
(1.12)

If the light from the point source radiates symmetrically, then as the light travels an infinite
distance away from the source, this spherical shape (from the point source origin) instead becomes
that of a plane wave. It should be noted that, realistically, such a wave could not exist as it would
need to fill the whole of space and would, therefore, require an infinite amount of energy. The
plane wave instead serves a model for how a wavefront theoretically behaves as it propagates
through space. A plane wave is composed of wavefronts that are parallel planes - or sheets - that
are perpendicular to the direction the light is traveling, and have a constant phase along its surface
(Fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Illustration of a plane wave traveling along the propagation axis (z)

The wave equation can be used to illustrate a plane wave by expressing the traveling wave
equation as an exponential. By doing so, both the complex and real components of the wave can
be described, which is represented in Eqn. 1.13.
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𝐸(𝐫, 𝑡) = 𝐸𝑜 𝑒 𝑖(𝐤∙𝐫−𝜔𝑡+𝜑)

(1.13)

Here, k is the wave vector equal to 2π/λ, and r is the position vector. These equations
adequately express what is known as a plane wave, which is emphasized by the constant phase of
the plane wave. Referring to Eqn. 1.13, the amplitude and the phase of the wave can be defined.
From a general standpoint, amplitude describes the magnitude of a periodic function. The term is
common place among many fields of physics and science and can be expressed in a multitude of
ways. In Eqn. 1.13, the amplitude of the electric field would be denoted by (Eo). The method by
which someone evaluates the amplitude largely depends on the type of source the amplitude is
coming from (e.g. electromagnetic, acoustic, etc.), and the preferred representation of said value.
The term in the exponential in Eqn. 1.13 is the phase of the wave and contain factors that are due
to the propagation in space and time, and the phase constant . This phase constant if represented
on a surface perpendicular to the light propagation would depend on transverse variables x and y,
and would describe the wavefront shape.
For an optical signal in the visible spectrum, the oscillation of the amplitude is in the order
of few femtoseconds, so most detector would not be fast enough to measure its time dependence,
and an integrated value would be measured. A camera for example, would record the intensity
profile, 𝐼 ∝ 𝐸𝑜2 (∝ being “proportional to”) and would also lose all information on the phase.
Section 1.9 later in this chapter presents methods to circumvent this and measure the wavefront
described by the phase (x,y).

1.3.4 The Gaussian beam
The Gaussian beam is the most commonly used laser beam in laser systems and is wellknown in both its mathematical form and optical properties; in addition to being easily produced.
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Exploiting these properties has allowed its implementation to proliferate across a number of
research, commercial, and manufacturing fields. Due to how well studied the Gaussian beam is, it
also makes it a desirable reference to use when observing other types of beams and their behavior.
It is for this reason that the experiments conducted in this dissertation utilize the Gaussian beam,
as it will be reshaped into another beam and used for comparative analysis.
The Gaussian beam gets its name because its transverse spatial profile is described by a
two-dimensional Gaussian function. Mathematically, the Gaussian beam stems from the paraxial
wave equation, and its electric field magnitude can be seen in Eqn. 1.14, where r is the distance
from the center of the beam, and w is the beam radius at 1/e2 at propagation distance z.

𝐸(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝐸0

𝑤0
𝑤(𝑧)

exp [−

𝑟2
𝑤 2 (𝑧)

]

(1.14)

Eo is the electric field amplitude at the beam focus, the point in which the size of the
Gaussian beam is at its smallest. While the shape of the beam occupies the transverse plane (x and
y), it travels in a given direction (z); see Fig. 1.6. The convergence and divergence of the Gaussian
spherical waves creates a beam waist w0, where the energy of the beam is most concentrated.

Figure 1.6: Evolution with z of the Gaussian beam width w. ZR: Rayleigh Range. Θ: beam divergence

As the Gaussian beam is a solution to the paraxial wave equation

[26]

, this means that it

abides by the same diffraction and wavefront behavior outlined by the Huygens-Fresnel Principle
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and Helmholtz Equation. This means that the Gaussian beam is the product of spherical
wavefronts, which travel along the beam propagation axis (z) and evolve over time. The beam
radius (w) is dependent upon the focal point of the Gaussian beam, and how far from this point
(along the z-axis) the observer is. The beam waist, wo, is marked by a convergence – or divergence
– of spherical waves from a single focal spot. Eqn. 1.15 defines the beam radius as a function of
both the beam waist, as well as the propagation distance z, and Rayleigh Range, ZR. The Rayleigh
Range is the point at which the cross-sectional area of the beam width is doubled and is expressed
as Eqn. 1.16.
𝑍

2

𝑤(𝑧) = 𝑤𝑜 √1 + (𝑍 )
𝑅

𝑍𝑅 =

𝜋𝑤𝑜2
𝜆

(1.15)
(1.16)

The Rayleigh range is an important tool in being able to model the way in which the
Gaussian beam width evolves over the entirety of the propagation axis. When at a distance equal
to ZR from the beam waist, the width of the beam (w) is √2 larger than at the center of the beam
waist. The way in which the “wings” of the beam profile converge or diverge, moving from the
near field (waist) to the far field, is known as the beam divergence angle (θ); see Eqn. 1.17.
𝜃=

𝜆
𝜋𝑤𝑜

(1.17)

Depending on the divergence angle, this can have significant ramifications on the
maximum intensity of the beam source along the propagation axis; before reaching 1/e 2 of the
maximum beam intensity. If one were to minimize this divergence angle in the far field, then it
would ultimately lead to a higher maximum intensity over a much large range of the beam. This
would – in turn – produce a larger beam waist as result. This relationship is indicative of the
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diffraction principle. When describing the Irradiance (Intensity) of the beam, it can be expressed
as Eqn. 1.18, with I0 being the square of E0.
−2𝑟 2

𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼0 exp (

𝜔02

)

(1.18)

What is unique about this equation is that it is almost similar to that of the electric field
equation of a Gaussian beam (Eqn. 1.14), but placed at the transverse plane corresponding to the
beam waist. Interestingly enough, when the Fourier Transform is applied to Eqn. 1.14, in order to
go from the far-field to the near-field, the same Gaussian beam equation form is obtained. This
allows for the Gaussian beam distribution to be modeled over any point within the optical system.
The beam waist, Rayleigh Range, and beam divergence, are classified as the beam parameters for
the Gaussian beam.
The Spatial Profile is another name for the transverse intensity distribution I(r) of a laser
source. An optical measuring instrument, such as a Charged Coupling Device (CCD) camera, can
be used to capture the intensity profile of the beam. From here, the measuring device ascribes a
value for each pixel. This value is analogous to the intensity of the beam per pixel. As each pixel
has its own individual intensity value, a plot of the intensity distribution can be generated. Fig.1.7
illustrates how a 2D profile of a Gaussian beam can represented; with the 1D intensity distribution
represented on the right panel.
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Figure 1.7: Spatial Intensity Profile of a Gaussian beam (left) and its associated 1D intensity distribution (right)

For a given intensity distribution, it is possible to define the width of the beam using the
Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) value. As its name would suggest, the FWHM is a measure
of the intensity distributions width when it is at half of its maximum value. Each type of
distribution has a corresponding FWHM. As an example, a Gaussian beam with the intensity
distribution described in Eqn. 1.19 has an associated FWHM linked to its beam radius w at 1/e2 is
shown in Eqn. 1.20.
𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼0 𝑒

−2𝑟2
(𝑤2 )

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 𝑤√2 ln(2)

1.4

(1.19)
(1.20)

History of Adaptive Optics in Astronomy
While a theoretical spherical wave is considered to have a uniform shape, reality never

tends to see such an outcome. Wavefront distortions are commonplace when dealing with optical
waves and are characteristically viewed as a negative within many fields that require high visual
quality or peak performance from an experiment; especially with the usage of lasers. Given the
pervasiveness in having to deal with such a challenge, the most pertinent question to ask is: “What
leads to such distortions in the first place, and what notable features are indicative of a distorted
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wavefront?” To answer this, let us return to the field of astronomy; as an example. As was
previously mentioned in the introduction, ground-based telescopes were limited in the quality of
stellar imaging due to atmospheric turbulence. Solar radiation emitted by our Sun undergoes a
variety of optical affects when entering the Earth’s atmosphere, altering its wave nature and
intensity. Comprising of numerous gas molecules, particulates, and water vapor, our atmosphere
is capable of producing several optical phenomena; the most prevalent being absorption. The
atmosphere may be imagined as a material, with incoming solar radiation – and its accompanying
wavelengths – meeting either a transparent or opaque surface; or somewhere in between

[27,28]

.

When ground-based telescopes are used to image and collect stellar information, by capturing the
reflected light sent from a distant body or space, the phase and amplitude of the returning
wavefront is altered from that of the original wavefront. The distortion of a wavefront is typically
due to the non uniformity of the medium optical index, diffraction, or scattering of the light source.
Fig. 1.8 demonstrates the outcomes of aberrative effects on an image of Jupiter. These aberrations
can be described by the mathematical formulae known as the Zernike Polynomials (described in
section 1.8.3).

Figure 1.8: Aberrated image of Jupiter (left) and its corrected image (right) (from [29]).
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Seeing was often complicated with astronomical telescopes prior to 1970, and still is today;
in certain aspects. The angular resolutions of these telescopes were a determining factor in an
observer’s ability to accurately image stellar objects [30]. In the 1930’s, early methods of correcting
for turbulence were brought to bear with the development of autoguiders. These were astronomical
devices which could help in tracking, and correcting, for such deviations. By incorporating a
photodetector, such as a CCD camera or Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS)
camera, the autoguider takes in light captured by the telescope within a set exposure period. In our
more modern time period, a computer measures any apparent changes in the position of
neighboring stars or bodies around the object of interest in order to send position corrections to the
telescope mount; which is computerized. The device has become prolific in astronomy, from
amateur usage to professional research [31,32]. While autoguiders have led to a marked improvement
in the capture and imaging of distant objects in space, there was still a continued need for
mitigating turbulence effects.
During their initial conception, autoguiders were not designed to correct for defocusing or
higher order aberrations [33]. It was not until decades after Horace Babcock originally theorized the
deformable mirror that Adaptive Optics (AO) became more commonplace within the field of
optics. Babcock, an American astronomer with a specialization in spectroscopy, wanted to address
the issue of atmospheric turbulence impacting the image quality of ground-based telescopes. Two
important advancements in wavefront correction would lead him to his theory of the first AO
device.
The first occurred while working at the Mount Wilson and Palomar observatories at the
Carnegie Institution of Washington in the late 1940’s. Babcock developed his own autoguider,
which was inspired after his frequent use the Foucault (Knife Edge) method. The Knife Edge
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technique, which can be used to detect mirrors surface defects with relative high precision, is a
feasible test in determining the properties of atmospheric turbulence. By incorporating the method
into an autoguider, the stellar seeing disk (the point spread function used for viewing through the
atmosphere) of the Mount Wilson telescope remained relatively motionless; a feat that was quite
rare in astronomy at that time.
The second advancement occurred when he came across a device known as an Eidophor
(see Fig.1.9), which was created by Dr. Fritz Fischer 1943 [34]. An Eidophor is used as a television
projector and utilizes electrostatic charges from a scanned electron beam in order to deform a
highly viscous oil that covers a mirrored disk; with the disk replacing the standard movie projector
film at the time. Such devices were used in movie theaters and could even project television shows.

Figure 1.9: An early Eidophor projector. [35].

Here is where Babcock’s conceptualization of AO’s bore fruit:

“If we had a means of continually measuring the deviation of rays from all parts of
the mirror, and of amplifying and feeding back this information so as to correct
locally the figure of the mirror in response to the schlieren pattern (optical
inhomogeneity’s in transparent materials – such as darkening/brightening), we
could expect to compensate both for seeing and for any inherent imperfections of
optical figure” [36]
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By observing the designs of the Eidophor’s ability to deform the oil through the use of an
electric charge, Babcock was able to conceptualize an early prototype of a deformable mirror
(called a “Seeing Compensator”); shown in Fig. 1.10. Notable in the figure is the use of both an
autoguider, as well as an Eidophor. In his design, he uses a rotating knife-edge and photodetector
to analyze the wavefront from a distant star. Based on feedback from the wavefront, correction
signals are sent back to the compensator so that the optical thickness of the deformable oil film
can be made on the Eidophor mirror. This feedback cycle is a mainstay of AO’s, and when
combined with a laser and optical control system that can be capably run by a computer, the
benefits of AO’s grew in popularity from the 1970’s and onwards.

Figure 1.10: “Seeing Compensator” proposed by Horace Babcock. [35].

Experiments into wavefront correction of atmospheric turbulence initially began with the
United States Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in 1972 (abbreviated DARPA today),
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in conjunction with the contracting company Itek Optical Systems. The purpose of the
department’s experiments was for the tracking of Soviet satellites. Due to atmospheric turbulence,
the necessity to compensate for such distortions in real time became a necessity for the United
States military. During initial testing, the issue of finding the proper wavefront corrector,
wavefront sensor, and a computational system able to analyze the wavefront data and corrections
needed in real time, were demanding challenges. However, these challenges were ultimately
surmounted in December of 1973, with the development of the Real-Time Atmospheric
Compensator (RTAC) [37]. DARPA’s research into AO’s and wavefront correction would continue
beyond this point, and advances in the science would later spur its usage in numerous other fields
[38]

.
Research developments made after the construction of the RTAC saw numerous evolutions

to the typical wavefront correction device. With wavefront correction becoming more precise, and
with computers being more capable of processing information, AO’s have seen widespread use
across several STEM fields. Most notably, these fields include astronomy, optical-microscopy,
and high-energy physics. Today’s most common active optics are typically categorized as either a
Spatial Light Modulator, or a Deformable Mirror, the latter of which is more commonly used in
telescopes or in high intensity laser systems. Improvements in technology have made these devices
significantly smaller in size, compared to their 20th century predecessors, and offer more in terms
of wavefront correction and beam shaping. Numerous research groups and industries have sought
the use of such devices in modifying existing techniques, or in fabricating entirely new ones.

1.5

AO Systems Design
When constructing an AO system, it is important to decide upon how you intend to utilize

the system. Depending on the type of environment the optical setup is operating in, the types of
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aberrations, and how dynamic (responsive) the active optics needs to be, the components and
layout of the AO setup will be constructed differently. Typically, there are two distinct AO system
design setups: Open-Loop and Closed-Loop. The type of setup largely depends on whether the
system has knowledge of the wavefront distortion before (Open-Loop), or after (Closed-Loop),
the wavefront has been corrected. Regardless of which type of setup is used, all of them will – at
a minimum – require an active optics, an imaging sensor (such as a CCD camera), a wavefront
sensor, and a controller that sends a signal to the active optics for the purposes of altering the
wavefront.

1.5.1 Open-Loop AO systems
An open-loop AO system often relies on pre-determined knowledge of the aberration that
will impact the wavefront being received by the sensor. As this aberration is expected, it means
that the system does not require iterative feedback for wavefront correction; such as that of a closed
loop AO. A diagram of a typical open-loop system can be seen in Fig. 1.11.

Figure 1.11: Example of an open-loop AO system. A controller sends a signal to the active optics for it to provide a
new wavefront. This can then be used to correct for known aberrations or induce new ones.
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This also means that a wavefront sensor is not necessarily needed for correction. Due to
this, the wavefront that are generated for the active optics – in an open-loop – are already
established and should apply a correction with a high degree of accuracy. In other instances, such
as wanting to determine the effect a particular aberration has on the systems performance, an openloop AO can be used to add an aberrative effect to an existing wavefront. Most often, this system
will incorporate deformable mirrors into what is known as a Multi Object Adaptive Optics
(MOAO)

[39]

. This technique uses multiple deformable mirrors in order to target and correct

individual aberrations commonly associated with atmospheric turbulence.
1.5.2 Closed-Loop AO systems
In a closed-loop AO system, the defining characteristic is that it relies on feedback of the
wavefront before applying a correction. As such, it does not work on predefined knowledge of the
aberrations within the system. Fig. 1.12 provides an illustration of an aberrated light source
traveling within a closed-loop AO system. A light source with an aberrated wavefront impacts a
beam splitter, and a wavefront sensor measures the wavefront shape, then provides feedback to the
controller, which can then modify the surface of the AO device to correct the beam
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Figure 1.12: Illustration of the principle of a closed-loop AO system

This type of system is more relevant under an environment in which the aberrations present
in the wavefront are unknown, in addition to scenarios in which the wavefront errors are smaller;
relative to open-loop systems. Many closed-loop systems split the light source between a
wavefront sensor and an imaging device. The sensor measures the level of aberration inherent in
the wavefront, and the information from this can be used to determine the corrective wavefront
needed to remove (or mitigate) aberrations in the wavefront. This process is continuous, and this
feedback system can be used to iteratively correct the wavefront.

1.6

Active Optics
Shaping the wavefront for generating a line focus, the main goal of this dissertation, will

require a device capability of altering the wavefront. Given the critical nature of wavefront
correction devices within a detection system, it is of importance to categorize them. Two
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commonly known active optics include Deformable Mirrors (DM) and Spatial Light Modulators
(SLM). Both devices require the use of an electronic control in order to alter the structure of their
shape; which can be handled via a PC. There are distinct differences in the way in which these
devices need to be utilized within their respective fields. This section will elaborate on the various
types of active optics that are available, as well as how they function.

1.6.1 Deformable Mirrors (DM)
Deformable Mirror (DM) were constructed as the byproduct of the United States military
seeking to detect Soviet satellites by correcting for atmospheric turbulence. While the mechanical
components of DM’s have evolved over time, their core principles are still in place. DM’s
comprise of a collection of piezoelectric actuator stacks, forming what is known as a faceplate. By
applying a voltage to the stack, its axial length can be altered [40]. This ability to change the axial
length allows for the surface of the mirror to be deformed; illustrated in Fig. 1.13. Alternatively,
segmented mirror arrays can be utilized to create the same effect. The required voltages needed
for corrected can be found using the modal method, which measures the wavefront and shifts the
actuators to apply a conjugate of the aberration [41].This ability for deformation allows for the phase
of an incident light source to be altered.

Figure 1.13: Deformable Mirror. Depending on if - and how much - voltage is applied through the actuator, the
mirror will adjust themselves accordingly [42]
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Deformable mirrors fall into three different types based on the deformable
material/instrument used, and the method at which phase is altered. These are classified as:
Elastomers, Membranes, and Cantilever/Torsion beams. Elastomers are elastic, synthetic polymers
(i.e. rubber). A metalized elastomer is placed over an electronic circuit, and when the circuit is
given electricity, the elastomer deforms due to electrostatic forces. Elastomer DM’s are not as
widely used; due to improvements in membrane-based deformable mirrors. They are also
subjected to various structural issues, such as the elastomer bending on its own weight [43,44]. Both
cantilever and torsional DM’s utilize a thick reflective beam suspension; typically an air gap.
Cantilevers are connected via a thin cantilever hinge, and when an electrical signal is received, the
lever bends and the beam tip is deflected. For torsional DM’s, the torsion beam is connected to
two thin torsion hinges that, when an electrical signal is sent, twists the torsion hinges so that the
beam rotates about the two hinges [45-47].
Membrane DM’s, more commonly referred to as Micromachined Membrane Deformable
Mirror (MMDM), are among one of the more popular DM’s due to the low-cost effectiveness in
their construction and compartmentally small size; the latter of which is common among many
DM’s. MMDM’s employ a polymer membrane that is metalized, and stretched over what is
referred as a spacer; which forms an air gap between the membrane and MMDM circuit. When the
circuit receives an electrical signal, the membrane deforms into the air gap [48-51]. DM’s are popular
for their laser printing capabilities, their benefits to optical communication and ophthalmology,
and compatibility with spatial light modulators [52,53].

1.6.2 Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)
SLM’s are compact devices that are capable of modulating the phase of an incoming
wavefront, in reflection or transmission. This occurs on a fixed spatial pattern, where in a digital
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driver receives a digital signal from a computer, and relays that information to the SLM as coherent
optical information (or phase). Often employed in optical systems are liquid crystal layered SLM’s
with a silicon-based digital circuit underneath. Light first enters through a coverglass, which
typically is coated with a transparent conductive film. It then impacts the liquid crystal layer, where
it is finally reflected off of the silicon circuit; which contains a series of electrodes. The signal sent
from the controller generates a 2D image containing a matrix of phase values that imprints on the
silicon circuit. When this occurs, a voltage is produced for each corresponding electrode, which
generates an electric field. This changes the liquid crystal structure and alters the phase of the
incident beam.
An SLM is typically comprised of nematic liquid crystals. Nematic liquid crystals are a
combination of organic molecules that resemble that of a rice grain. These molecules are aligned
with the same orientation, typically, when no electrical response is given. However, when the
nematic liquid crystals receive a voltage, an electro-optic response is given, whereby the molecules
will rotate within their fixed position (disclination). This rotation creates a difference in the
extraordinary (ne) and ordinary (no) refractive indices, which creates a phase shift. Eqn. 1.21
showcases the voltage-dependent nature of the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indexes, and
how they relate to the phase shift.
𝜑(𝑉) =

2𝜋[𝑛𝑒 (𝑉)−𝑛𝑜 ]𝑑
𝜆

(1.21)

In Eqn. 1.21, d is the thickness of the liquid crystal layer. Fig. 1.14 illustrates this rotational
behavior, and how it affects the alignment of the crystals in relation to the silicon backplane and
coverglass. Disclination of the nematic crystals is what ultimately allows for nematic SLM’s to
modulate the phase of an incoming wavefront and correct for aberrations.
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Figure 1.14: XY phase only SLM (Left) [54]. Polarization effect on the nematic crystals (Right)

1.7

Adaptive Optics applications

1.7.1 Adaptive Optics in Astronomy
With the digital era leading to ever more powerful and robust computers, the viability in
harnessing active optics within ground and space-based telescopes has become more tangible.
Large telescopes primarily operate with deformable mirrors, as they are capable of collecting a
wider band of visible electromagnetic wavelengths and allow for continuous surfaces that produces
higher quality images. The function of these deformable mirrors largely depends on whether the
telescope is ground based, or in space. Ground based telescopes require that the deformable mirror
remove any time-varying phase effects due to atmospheric turbulence. Space-based telescopes
generally do not require the use of an AO, as they are not subjected to atmospheric turbulence;
though there may be applications of DM’s for space-based coronography

[55]

. Space-based

telescopes, in general, produce better quality images than their ground-based counterparts. This
does not mean that ground-based telescopes have not seen significant improvements in their
imaging quality; thanks in part to AO systems.
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Numerous AO schemes have been developed in order to improve the smaller field of view
provided by the AO wavefront sensor in ground-based telescopes. The schemes have proven their
viability in enhancing the visual quality of stellar images for said telescopes; see Fig. 1.15
showcasing the planet of Uranus increased image quality with AO. Improvements could be seen within the advent of the digital era - as early as 1988, with the development of a wavefront sensor
technique known as Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO). This technique addresses the cone
effect that was common to many early telescopic AO systems, and extends the field of view such
devices [56,57]. Modifications to the MCAO method have been performed in order to enhance field
of viewing. As an example, using a double deformable mirror scheme that utilizes gradient
information, in addition to scintillation, a corrected field of view up to 3 arcmin is possible

[58]

.

Further developments have proven the effectiveness of such AO techniques [59-61]. There are other
AO variations as well, including: eXAO (eXtreme-AO), GLAO (Ground-Layer AO), LTAO
(Laser Tomography AO), and MOAO (Multiple Object AO).

Figure 1.15: AO system improvement of a imaging Uranus [62]
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Outside of such improvements, AO’s allow for various methods of “seeing” through
telescopes. Coronagraphy is the study of celestial bodies around a sun, where a telescope device
known as a coronagraph is used to eclipse the sun; reducing solar noise and improving image
quality. This method of astronomy benefits from the use of an AO system, allowing for diffractionlimited images that are accompanied with a high Strehl ratio [63,64]. This is merely only one type of
viewing method, with direct imaging of star formations, our galactic center and solar system, and
numerous other galaxies, likely continuing to be the most prominent type of viewing method when
it comes to space observation. Many notable findings have been made by implementation of an
AO to correct for atmospheric turbulence

[65-67]

. An example of a coronagraph can be observed

below in Fig. 1.16. Images a) and b) is the star F606W and the reference PSF star HD 216149.
Image d) is smoothed and shown using a stronger stretch to reveal the disk at greater heights and
structure associated with the galaxy superposed on the northwest extension. A background star can
be seen below the southeast extension.

Figure 1.16: Coronagraphic image of star AU Mic F606W [68]
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1.7.2 Adaptive Optics in Optical Manipulation
The use of AO’s need not only be used to aid in the user’s ability to detect or improve the
visual quality of an object. They also offer a way forward in manipulating an optical source to suit
a particular goal. One notable example is in the design of instruments known as Optical Tweezers.
Optical tweezers utilize the gradient forces produced by a laser source (such as repulsive and
attractive forces), in order to retain a particle inside of the beams waist; the particle is normally
attached to a transparent bead (Fig. 1.17). The SLM is used, in conjunction with a computing
device, in order to apply a series holographic patterns that creates optical. This allows for the
microscopic beads (seen in the bottom right images) to be arranged in such a fashion. This
technique has been of great use in biology, as it has allowed for the manipulation of live bacteria
and viruses.

Figure 1.17: Optical tweezer system utilizing a spatial light modulator [69]
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It is also applicable in the field of physics, as it allows for the measuring of forces between
two particles; typically of micron size. AO’s have been a key tool in altering the optical path and
pitch of the light source used in such a setup, allowing for numerous optical traps to be generated
[70]

. Deformable mirrors, additionally, allow for aberration correction in such systems. Correcting

these defects (such as spherical aberrations) improve the quality of the optical trap. Scientists at
the University of Edinburgh were able to show that, by implementing a deformable mirror, the
quality of the optical improved significantly [71]. Though their team did show that the trap quality
diminished, when the trap is situated deeper inside the sample, the application of an AO still shows
promising benefits for the science.

1.7.3 Adaptive Optics in Microscopy
Within the life sciences, AO’s have paved the way for improving the resolution and
imaging potential of commonly utilized microscopy techniques. Researchers operating a scanning
confocal microscope, a technique often utilized in the imaging of biological specimens, will likely
attest to the difficulties of specimen-induced aberrations. These aberrations are the result of the
differences in refractive indices among the various cell, membrane, and biological structures
contained within the specimen [72,73]. This limitation hinders the imaging quality of the microscope
and would only allow for a few number of cell layers to be imaged with a respectable level of
detail. The same is also true for another imaging technique known as multiphoton microscopy.
With the incorporation of AO’s, such aberrations can be corrected (or outright removed), allowing
for far deeper imaging into the sample, improved image quality, or optimum performance; see Fig.
1.18. The figure contains microscope images of labelled mouse intestine. Aberrations have been
removed in order to improve visual quality
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Figure 1.18: AO correction of confocal fluorescence microscopy image [72]

1.7.4 Adaptive Optics in Medicine
As mentioned in the introduction, the human eye is prone to encountering several
deleterious effects; in terms of imaging quality. This is caused due to several reasons, such as:
Injury or damage to the eye or retina, hereditary disadvantage, or natural causes due to aging. In
the medical branch of ophthalmology, improving upon one’s eyesight would normally have the
patient acquiring a pair of eyeglasses or contacts, which are fabricated with the corrected focal
length and refractive index needed to improve viewing quality. While these visual aids can remove
the effects of astigmatism and defocusing, they are still unable to correct for spherical, coma, and
other irregular aberrations [74-76]. With advancements in AO, new techniques can be developed as
a means of correcting for aberrations in the eye (to a greater degree than other techniques). As an
example, an ophthalmoscope implementing a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (detailed in
section 1.8.2) and deformable mirror can be used to study the visual quality of a subject’s. Their
experiment resulted not only in the correction of the aforementioned uncorrected aberrations, but
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also an improvement in the retinal Strehl ratio, and the generation of high-resolution retinal
images. Though the initial costs of implementing a deformable mirror limited its availability
during early investigations into its potential benefits, the practice has grown in recent years, with
many differing schemes being proposed and developed for the correction – and discovery - of
retinal defects [77-80].

1.7.5 Adaptive Optics for beam shaping
The ability for AO’s to perform beam shaping has had a stark impact on numerous
commercial industries and research areas that have required the use of a laser source; for various
applications. Specifically, these advancements are seen in optical beam shaping, lithography, and
machining. For an active optics to excel in areas such as these, not only must it provide a
functionality that is equivalent – or better – than its optomechanical competitor, but it must also
be of low cost; for it to be appealing. Given their fast response times, compact design, relatively
low cost, and beam shaping qualities, AO’s have developed into a powerful manufacturing tool.
This section will briefly detail some of the major advantages that AO’s devices have had in various
industry fields, thanks in part to their beam shaping capabilities.
On a fundamental level, active optics allows for the reshaping of an incident beam into that
of various other beam profiles. Though a specially crafted focusing lens, mask lens, or hologram,
could be used to produce a specific profile, AO’s provide a higher degree of flexibility. A spatial
light modulator, for example, can be utilized as a means of altering a Gaussian beam into that of a
Bessel Beam. A deformable mirror could be used in shaping both a Gaussian and super Gaussian
beam. SLM’s can also be used to generate a flat top beam

[81,82]

. Given that a particular beam

profile can offer a host uses and benefits, the versatility that active optics provide is quite
staggering. A Bessel-beam, for example, has applications within the realm of optical metrology
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and light-sheet microscopy

[83-86]

. Beam shaping even allows for focusing through a scattered

media [87].

1.7.6 Adaptive Optics in high-energy laser Physics
In high-energy laser Physics, it is imperative for the optics system to have a highly efficient
laser source. Often times, these systems employ various gain mediums and amplifiers to condense
the beam, improving energy output, in order to generate peak power values ranging in the gigawatt
range or higher. One of the most prominent aspects of the field is laser-induced thermonuclear
fusion. Such a practice is designed to mimic the thermonuclear explosions that fuel our sun which,
in terms of humanity, would mean an inexhaustible and pollution-free energy source; once
contained [88]. This type of research is conducted primarily by government-based entities, such as
the National Ignition Facility of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the U.S., LMJ
(Laser Megajoule) facility in France, and the SG-III Laser Facility in China

[89-91]

. A common

predicament in this field is high local fluence, which can cause damage to the optical instruments
within the high-power laser system. Researchers have found that SLM’s, in particular, are
beneficial in this area because of their ability for improving the near-field beam quality; via beam
shaping [92]. The SLM is capable of modulating the near field fluence in such a way that it allows
for stable intensity propagation throughout the system. As a result of the SLM needing corrective
information, this requires that it be housed within a feedback loop.

1.7.7 Adaptive Optics in laser machining and fabrication
High power lasers can also be put into place within the manufacturing industry. If enough
energy is provided, a laser beam is more than capable of welding – or cutting – through metallic
substances. This power is normally delivered via a laser pulse, typically on the nanosecond scale;
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though it can reach into the femto- and picosecond scale. Delivery of an energy source within a
small spot size, restricted to an even smaller time frame, allows a pulsed laser to ablate a target
sample; removing its material. Deformable mirrors are already employed in this field, due to their
beam shaping potential, as Gaussian beams are not always applicable to laser machining. SLM’s
have the capacity to compete with their bulkier cousin, but are generally hindered by high levels
of peak power output on the ultrafast laser pulse scale. SLM’s have seen developmental progress
on this front, with demonstration of a water-cooled SLM to machine both a polyimide and metal
film material [93]. Laser fabrication has also seen improvements from the usage of Active optics.
The work of R. Simmonds showcases that using both a deformable mirror and SLM, in parallel,
allows for improved three-dimensional fabrication results

[94]

. These techniques provide better

beam quality, improved peak power, beam steering, and flexibility.
1.8

Wavefront Measurement
With the fundamentals of wavefront theory presented, now the next critical part in most

AO system is the wavefront sensor, the device that can measure the wavefront shape. This section
will describe both the quantitative functions and optical instruments capable of allowing us to
measure the wavefront of a light source.

1.8.1 Interferometers
Interferometry is an optical technique that allows for the measurement of an optical light
source wavefront. What is of importance to the research conducted in this dissertation, is its ability
to use interferometry as a diagnostic tool when measuring the phase of the resulting interference
pattern. It requires the use of two separate optical beams, which merge to a single propagation
axis. This resulting superposition leads to an interference pattern; hence the name. Interferometers
are a popular tool, as the nature of minute particle interactions within a light source makes it a
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sensitive enough tool for making measurements of relatively negligible phenomenon. Today, this
technique is employed in various research labs and industries, as well as highly sensitive projects.
For example, interferometers are used to detect gravitational waves performed at LIGO (Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) [95]; see Fig 1.19.

Figure 1.19: The LIGO sites in Livingston, Louisiana (left) and Hanford, Washington (right)

[95]

Interferometers generally use a beam splitter in order to split a single beam source in two;
through partial transmission. The two beams then impede upon reflective mirrors. Depending on
the type of interferometer, one of the beams can be altered by adjusting the position of one of the
mirrors. For example, the Mach-Zander Interferometer has one path (or “arm”) of the beam travel
a slightly larger distance by moving the position of the mirror along the beams propagation axis.
Regardless of the interferometer used, the two beams will then merge after reflecting off their
respective mirrors. After recombination, a fringe pattern will form. The fringe pattern is caused
by a shift in the phase of the wave coming from both beams. Eqn. 1.22 can be used to describe the
amplitude of the fringes, with A(x,y) being the background illumination, B(x,y) being the
amplitude modulation of the fringes, φc is the carrier frequency, and φs is the wanted phase signal
[96, 97]

.
𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦)cos{𝜑𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜑𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦)}
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(1.22)

If a phase shift causes the waveform to be rotated 180 degrees, in comparison to the
unaltered beam, this will create deconstructive interference; creating an area with little to no
intensity. The smaller the degree in phase shift, the more intense the light source will be; referred
to as constructive interference. An example can be seen in Fig. 1.20 [98]. The black rings correspond
to deconstructive interference, while the bright rings to constructive interference.

Figure 1.20: Example of a circular interference pattern [98]

Of all the interferometric methods available, the one that will be most suitable to the
experiments detailed in this dissertation work is the Michelson Interferometer which uses a single
beam splitter and measure in the merged beam the phase difference between the two arms. The
method used to extract the 2D phase from the interferogram makes uses of two-dimensional
Fourier Transform and is detailed in chapter 2, section 2.3. It should be noted that one core
drawback of interferometry is that it is using itself as a reference, in that you cannot measure the
incoming wavefront directly. Only the wavefront created between the two arms of the
interferometer. Other wavefront sensors, like the Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor, detailed in
next section, are able to make absolute (not referenced) measurements of the wavefront.
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1.8.2 Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor
The Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor was originally conceived as a means of improving
the imaging quality of satellite images; a need made necessary by the United States Air Force in
the 1960’s

[99]

. A Hartmann sensor was originally constructed using an aperture with a circular

hole. This aperture could be translated across an entrance pupil, and when the hole was moved a
distance equal to its diameter, a measurement would be taken. This local tilt would be measured
was dependent upon a value of the transverse ray aberration, T, which is shown in Eqn. 1.23.
𝑑𝑤
𝑑𝑦

𝑛𝑟

= −(𝑅 )𝑇

(1.23)

where dw/dy is the local tilt of the wavefront, n is the refractive index, r is the radius of the pupil,
and R is the curvature of the reference sphere. By combining these localized tilts together, it is
possible to rebuild the wavefront.
Reconstruction of the wavefront revolves around the careful analysis of the wavefront
slope, as well as the manner in which the wavefront gradient is represented. Wavefront slope errors
are the mathematical deviations of a wavefront across a surface from its mathematically perfect
form [100]. This slope is measured by comparing the reference wavefront to that of the measured
centroids; the optical profile produced along the optical axis exiting the lenslet. Assuming the
reference centroids to be of the form (xr, yr)k, and the measured centroids to be of the form (xc, yc)k,
the wavefront slope distribution can be illustrated in Eqn.1.24 [101].
〈𝜕𝑤/𝜕𝑥〉
(
) ≅
〈𝜕𝑤/𝜕𝑦〉 𝑘

1

(𝑥𝑐−𝑥𝑟 )
𝐿𝐻 𝑦𝑐 −𝑦𝑟 𝑘
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(1.24)

where LH is the distance between the lenslet array and the detector. This slope formula ties
into the wavefront gradient (Eqn. 1.25), which describes the amount of tilt deviation produced
across the lenslet.

∇𝑤 =

𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑤

𝑖̂ + 𝜕𝑦 𝑗̂

(1.25)

The wavefront gradient can be represented a few numerical notations that allows to
reconstruct the wavefront. The two prevailing methods are Zonal and Modal reconstruction. In the
case of Zonal reconstruction, integrating the wavefront gradients on a lenslet-by-lenslet basis can
generate a wavefront slope of the form seen in Eqn. 1.26. Through least-square fitting, this leads
to the reconstructed wavefront seen in Eqn. 1.27 [102].
1

1

𝛽0𝑥 = 2𝑑 [𝑤(𝑥0 + 𝑑𝑥 ) − 𝑤(𝑥0 − 𝑑𝑥 ) ≡ 2𝑑 (𝑤1 − 𝑤−1 )
𝑥

𝑥

𝑦

𝑥
𝑤𝑖+1,𝑗 = 𝑤𝑖−1,𝑗 + 2𝑑𝑥 𝛽𝑖,𝑗
; 𝑤𝑖,𝑗+1 = 𝑤𝑖,𝑗−1 + 2𝑑𝑦 𝛽𝑖,𝑗

(1.26)
(1.27)

For Modal reconstruction, the wavefront is expressed as a polynomial expansion over the
entire pupil. The measured wavefront slopes is fit against the wavefronts analytical derivatives,
leading to the value of the wavefront modal coefficients. Using the mean-square error and the trace
of (A*A)-1, where A*A is an N x N symmetrical matrix, the modal reconstruction can be
representation as Eqn. 1.28.
𝐶𝑀𝑅 =

1
ℎ2

𝑡𝑟(𝐴∗ 𝐴)−1

(1.28)

The previous method of aperture wavefront sensing was eventually set aside for a more
robust method. Instead, the practice of parallel processing was developed. This practice involved
the usage of subapertures, each containing its own lens, with said lenses having their own position44

sensitive detector. This would be further refined by the use of a lenslet array. Each waveform tilt
T is measured within a particular location of the pupil, where upon the value T is measured using
a respective Point-Spread Function (PSF). A functional benefit of such a setup is the reduction in
the PSF of each optical source. The point-spread function defines how much of the light, and to
what radius (or distance), will travel from an optical point source. This setup is the most common
of the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors used today. Fig. 1.21 showcases a lenslet array, where
an incoming wavefront (suffering from wavefront distortion) produces circular optical patterns
that do not align properly with the optical axis of each subaperture. When a distorted wavefront
impacts the detector, the circular patterns that are produced are misaligned.

Figure 1.21: Detail of a lenslet array for wavefront sensing [103]

Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors have enjoyed a great deal of popularity in modern
history, due to their low-order aberration correction measurements and their ability to improve
imaging quality. The device has become a staple in the astronomy community and has even been
implemented within the Hubble Space Telescope using a proprietary sensor developed by
Adaptive Optics Associates. Outside of astronomy, Shack-Hartmann sensors have also been
utilized in ophthalmology as an aberrometer; which is utilized in the detection of higher-order
aberrations in the pupil of a patient [104-106]. The Shack-Hartmann systems also see benefits when
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implemented – in tandem – with an active optics. Often times, this implementation involves the
removal of the microlens array in favor of a liquid crystal display or deformable mirror, which can
generate microlenses on its own. Ultimately, this lends itself to the pre-correction of the initial
wavefront by correcting for higher-order aberrations [107-109].

1.8.3 Zernike Polynomials and the Classification of Aberrations
Each of the known types of aberrations are understood by their polynomial forms. Such
polynomials fall under what are known as Zernike Polynomials. Derived by 1953 Nobel Prize
winner Fritz Zernike, these circular polynomials were constructed to be orthogonal over the
interior of a unit circle [110,111]. These polynomials were used to balance classical aberrations within
a power series expansion and are often employed as a means of studying the behavior of small
aberrations in diffraction images; within an optical system

[112]

. Typically, the case of a circular

pupil is applied in structuring the polynomial of an aberration. When polar coordinates are
considered for points across the pupil, the wave aberration function can be expressed as Eqn.1. 29.
1

𝑊(𝜌, 𝜃) =

2(𝑛+1) 2 𝑚
𝑛
∑∞
𝑛=0 ∑𝑚=0 [ 1+𝛿 ] 𝑅𝑛 (𝜌)
𝑚0

∙ (𝑐𝑛𝑚 cos 𝑚𝜃 + 𝑠𝑛𝑚 sin 𝑚𝜃)

(1.29)

where 𝑐𝑛𝑚 and 𝑠𝑛𝑚 are the aberration coefficients, ρ = r/a, and a is the radius of the pupil
[113]

. The radial (circular) polynomials, 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) cos 𝑚𝜃, and 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) sin 𝑚𝜃, are expressed in polar

coordinates as well, and are set within a radial notation; with l (angular momentum) and n (radial
degree) being integers. In this particular case, n also represents the highest order of ρ. By setting
the absolute value of the angular momentum equal to the azimuthal integer (m = |l|), the radial
polynomials can be expressed as Eqn. 1.30.
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𝑛−𝑚
2
𝑅𝑛±𝑚 (𝑝) = ∑𝑠=0
(1)𝑠
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𝑛+𝑚
𝑛−𝑚
𝑠!(
−𝑠)!(
−𝑠)!
2
2

𝜌𝑛−2𝑠

(1.30)

Aberrations are described by their shape, and fall under the following types: Piston, Tilt,
Focus, Spherical, Coma, Astigmatism, Field Curvature, and Distortion. There are also higher-order
aberrations as well. Each is given by their own ordered Zernike polynomial (Eqn. 1.31). Robert J.
Noll would later tabulate these Zernike equations by ordering both their n and m components
together and assigning each polynomial a Noll index (Zj) [114]. A more detailed derivation of the
Zernike Polynomials, as well as a list of their Noll indexes, can be found in Appendix A.

𝑍even𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √2(𝑛 + 1)𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) cos 𝑚𝜃 ; 𝑚 ≠ 0
{ 𝑍odd𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √2(𝑛 + 1)𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) sin 𝑚𝜃 ; 𝑚 ≠ 0

(1.31)

𝑍𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √𝑛 + 1𝑅𝑛0 (𝜌); 𝑚 = 0

As an example, a Zernike Mode number of 2 and 3 (Z2,3) would be indicative of a
polynomial producing a “tilt”. An illustration of these polynomials can be seen in Fig.1.22. The
Zernike polynomials are also used to categorize aberrations of the cornea and lens. This ability to
categorize each known aberration will serve a role when seeking to correct the aberrated wavefront
of a Gaussian beam used in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.22: 2D Illustration of the 36th first Zernike Polynomials [115]
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CHAPTER 2 GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR WAVEFRONT
CORRECTION
2.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, the basics of adaptive optics were introduced, with the main

concept being the wavefront aberrations and the need to correct them. This chapter revolves around
the use of a SLM (Spatial Light Modulator) to correct for wavefront aberrations that are purposely
induced upon an incident laser beam, and more specifically, the description of the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) that was developed to perform the wavefront correction. As there are several
details that need to be outlined, such as the design of the wavefront correction system, an
understanding of how phase is measured & extracted in the experimental setup, and the
fundamentals of a GA, this chapter elaborates on each of these subjects. Afterwards, this chapter
transitions to experiments involving wavefront correction, through a combination of GA
optimization and SLM modulation, of both a Gaussian beam containing small aberrations induced
by the non-flat initial SLM surface and an aberrated Gaussian beam, with large aberrations
generated by a plastic coverslip. Finally, this chapter concludes with an analysis and discussion of
these correction results, as well as assessing the algorithms performance. Ultimately, the goal of
this chapter is to demonstrate how evolutionary algorithm techniques (such as the GA) can be
extraordinarily powerful methods in shaping a wavefront and optimizing the focal plane
distribution of a laser.

2.2

Experimental setup for wavefront correction
Chapter 1 briefly presented that one of the approaches for wavefront correction is through

direct wavefront measurement, with correction being performed in either a closed loop or open
loop design (cf. section 1.5), and the wavefront information used as the feedback to know how to
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control the active optics. Another approach is wavefront correction via the optimization of a signal
created by the laser other than the wavefront, in conjunction with a learning algorithm using the
signal to refine an optimization goal [116]. It is this second approach that has been explored in this
dissertation, as the learning algorithm will instead replace the wavefront sensor commonly
employed in a closed-loop AO system. The learning algorithm that was developed, a Genetic
Algorithm (GA), is tested in this chapter in a classic wavefront correction manner, where a signal
originating from the focal plane is used as the feedback for the correcting optics. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The signal used for feedback is the 2D spatial profile of a solid state
488 nm continuous wave (cw) blue laser measured by a camera, and the correcting optics is a XY,
phase-only 512 pixels by 512 pixels SLM. The spatial profile CCD and SLM work in conjunction
inside the GA to modulate the phase.

Figure 2.1: Genetic algorithm for wavefront correction and phase measurement setup
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Given the phase modulation capabilities of the SLM, being able to acquire the optical
wavefront - the bi-dimensional phase map – is critical to understanding what phase is created by
the learning algorithm. For this experiment, a Michelson Interferometer has been utilized and its
details are described in section 2.3 explaining the phase measurement. The SLM is stationary and
serves to modulate the phase. In general, the surface of an active optics (SLM or DM) is not perfect
at their neutral shape (0V applied to each pixel for our SLM), which creates small aberrations
within the laser beam. However, since this method is intended to correct for wavefront aberrations,
the learning algorithm would be able to correct for these small aberrative effects. The controller
for the SLM sends the phase array in voltage, and a calibration procedure was developed to obtain
a LUT (Lookup Table) (see procedures in Appendix B) to linearize the phase produced by the
voltage input. The interferometer phase measurement is also used in order to check the validity of
the LUT calibration procedure. The modulated beam can then travel down one of two arms (cf.
Fig. 2.1), with the beam being directed by way of a flip mirror.
With the flip mirror in the upright position, the beam is sent to the interference arm of the
setup, to measure the interference pattern, and hence deduce the wavefront (2D spatial phase). A
150mm focusing lens images the plane of the SLM by a 12-bit monochromatic CCD (Charged
Coupling Device) camera (Sentech 1” USB3 camera), which will be referred to in this dissertation
as the phase camera or the wavefront camera. More specifically, the lens allows the SLM image
plane to be magnified (after focusing) in order to fill the wavefront camera.
With the flip mirror folded down, the beam can freely propagate along the GA arm of the
setup, where the effect of the phase created by the SLM can be measured on the laser spatial
profile. The beam first encounters a series of collimating lenses (both 250mm) that form an image
of the SLM surface on a 750 mm lens, which then focuses the beam onto a 12-bit monochromatic
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CCD camera (Allied Vision Technologies Manta G-033 CCD camera), which will be referred in
this dissertation as the spatial profile camera. The spatial profile of the beam is recorded by this
camera and serves as a feedback signal for GA experiments. The camera is set atop a one-meter
track, allowing its position to be adjusted along the optical axis. As the intent is to image the
modulated beam, when viewing from the GA arm, the reference mirror is blocked to only allow
the modulated beam to be sent through the beam splitter.
Grabbing from the CCD cameras, applying a phase to the SLM, and operating the GA,
requires the use of a computer interface. In this regard, a graphical user interface (GUI) known as
National Instruments LabVIEW was used to develop the genetic algorithm, acquisition and control
software. The advantage of using this type of application is that it allows for ready access in
observing, diagnosing, and analyzing various elements within the setup, as LabVIEW is also
capable of interfacing with a number of third-party elements; such as a CCD camera. Through this
application, images collected by the CCD cameras are visualized in real-time, in addition to
performing wavefront analysis when using the interferometer arm, or optimization with the
learning algorithm developed for wavefront optimization when using the GA arm of the setup.
Parameters associated with these experiments can also be changed in real-time.

2.3

Phase Analysis
When using the interferometer arm, the wavefront CCD records an interference pattern that

contains the phase difference between the arms, and consequently the 2D phase map (or wavefront)
induced by the voltage pattern on the SLM. In chapter 1 (section 1.8.1), interferometry was
introduced as a method of measuring the wavefront of an incoming light source. Let’s now derive
the equation for the fringe pattern corresponding to the Michelson interferometer used in the
wavefront correction experiment.
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2.3.1 Derivation of the fringe pattern equation
The interferometer-only portion of the experiment is shown in Figure 2.2. When the flip
mount (FM) and the reference arm are used, a Michelson interferometer is formed which allows
to measure the phase difference between the two arms, consequently the wavefront distortion from
any object placed in the SLM arm. Typically, the standard design of a Michelson Interferometer
consists of an optical source, two mirrors in each arm, a beam splitter, and a detector. A half
waveplate is set before the beam splitter to polarize the incoming beam by 180° in order to obtain
the correct polarization required by the SLM. The optical beam is first divided in two different
directions using a cube beamsplitter. Specifically, half of the beam is reflected, while the other
half is transmitted. Upon leaving the beam splitter, half of the beam encounters a dielectric mirror
(reference mirror), while the other encounters the SLM (reflective surface).

Figure 2.2: Wavefront measurement arm of the original setup.

The reference mirror can be tilted for the purpose of creating a linear phase difference
between the beam reflected off its surface and the beam reflected off of the SLM. This difference
is what creates the interference fringes. The beam produced by the 488mm diode laser has an
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inherent phase term, φ0(x,y). Since the reference mirror only reflects the beam, this term is
unchanged and can be represented as the following wave equation (Eqn. 2.1) for the reference arm.
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸0 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒 𝑖[𝜑0 (𝑥,𝑦)]

(2.1)

For the beam impeding upon the SLM, a phase term, φSLM(x,y) is added upon reflection, if
the optical quality of the reflective surface is not perfect. This additional phase is often provided
by the SLM manufacturer or can be measured when the SLM pixels are all at 0 volts. The voltage
pattern written on the SLM adds a shaping phase, φshaping(x,y). These phases add up to give the
wave equation (Eqn. 2.2) for the light coming back from the SLM and recombining in the
beamsplitter with the reference arm light.
𝐸𝑆𝐿𝑀 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸0 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒 𝑖[𝜑0 (𝑥,𝑦)+𝜑𝑆𝐿𝑀 (𝑥,𝑦)+𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑥,𝑦)]

(2.2)

Each beam contains the same amplitude (E0) as they originated from the same laser source.
The superposition of both waves after recombination after the beamsplitter leads to a new wave
with an altered amplitude and phase, notated as Esum (see Eqn. 2.3).
𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸0 𝑒 𝑖[𝜑0 (𝑥,𝑦)] [1 + 𝑒 𝑖[𝜑𝑆𝐿𝑀 (𝑥,𝑦)+𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑥,𝑦)] ]

(2.3)

The camera does not record the electric field amplitude Esum, but its intensity 𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑚 =
∗
|𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑚 |2 = 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑚
. The complex amplitude multiplied by its complex conjugate leads to the

following equation:
𝐼𝑆𝑢𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸02 (1 + 𝑒 𝑖𝜑 )(1 + 𝑒 −𝑖𝜑 )
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[𝜑 = 𝜑𝑆𝐿𝑀 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦)] is the total phase difference between the two arms.
Note that the phase term 0(x,y) disappeared, which means the initial wavefront from the laser
cannot be measured using interferometry, which is the drawback of using interferometry which
only measure a phase difference, not a light source absolute phase. Additional manipulation using
Euler’s formula 𝑒 𝑖𝜑 = cos 𝜑 + 𝑖 sin 𝜑 leads to Eqn. 2.4 describing the 2D fringe pattern.
𝐼𝑆𝑢𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸02 (1 + 𝑒 𝑖𝜑 𝑒 −𝑖𝜑 + 𝑒 𝑖𝜑 + 𝑒 −𝑖𝜑 ) = 𝐼0 (2 + 2 cos 𝜑)
𝐼𝑆𝑢𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 2𝐼0 [1 + cos(𝜑𝑆𝐿𝑀 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦))]

(2.4)

This equation is given further significance in section 2.5, where it is outlined as to how the
setup detects both the correction and reshaping phase terms.

2.3.2 Phase Extraction using Fourier Transform Analysis
The interference pattern generated by two superimposing waves creates a two-dimensional
interferogram described by (Eqn. 2.4). In the case of the Michelson interferometer with the
reference mirror introduced a linear phase (tilt), much of the wavefront information collected by
the wavefront CCD is received as a spatial frequency carrier, since the phase shift is created by
tilting the reference mirror. Fig. 2.3 showcases the interferograms of multiple types of fringe
patterns, with and without aberration [117,118]. In the absence of aberration, tilt, and focusing effects,
the phase of the fringe pattern should be a similar across all points of its surface (i.e. “flat”);
creating an ideal plane wave.
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Figure 2.3: Fringe patterns subjected to well-known Zernike aberrations [118]

As phase values change across the interferogram, this leads to changes in the fringe pattern
of the interferogram. When the phase has a sharp change, the fringes will look more closely spaced,
as each change from bright fringe to the next bright fringe corresponds to a shift of 2 in the phase.
For example, going back to Fig.2.3, when looking at the interferogram with no aberration, but
subjected to tilt (second panel labeled “tilt”), there a number of dark and bright lines interspersed
throughout the interferogram, and the range of phase is roughly 10 waves of tilt.
To extract the raw phase and intensity values from the interferogram, it must first be
demodulated. There are several demodulation techniques available, including: space-domain
phase demodulation, sinusoidal window filter demodulation

[119]

, and phase-locked-loop

demodulation [120-122]. Though many of these techniques have their own strengths and weaknesses,
given that this experiment primarily deals with a linear carrier, a Fourier Transform phase
demodulation technique is more suited for this experiment.
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The FT (Fourier Transform) is a powerful mathematical and signal processing tool that
transforms a function (or signal) that is described in the real domain (here spatial dimension x and
y) into a function that is described in frequency domain (here spatial frequencies fx and fy). The
equation for FT is represented in Eqn. 2.5, and the IFT (Inverse Fourier Transform) is represented
in Eqn. 2.6. This is a 1D case, where x is the real-space domain variable, f is the frequency domain
variable, and G(f) is the magnitude (or Fourier spectrum) of the real-space function g(x).
∞

𝐺(𝑓) = ∫−∞ 𝑔(𝑥)𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑥 𝑑𝑥
∞

𝑔(𝑥) = ∫−∞ 𝐺(𝑓)𝑒 𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑥 𝑑𝑓

(2.5)
(2.6)

By applying the FT to the interferogram, the spatial information is converted into the
frequency domain; see Fig. 2.4 for some FT examples.

Figure 2.4: Examples of known Fourier Transform g(x) / G(f) pairs [118]

Figure 2.5 presents the different steps to go from the initial interferogram (Fig. 2.5a) to a
2D unwrapped phase (Fig. 2.5f), as was developed in the LabVIEW analysis software to allow
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real-time phase extraction and display. Although a traditional discrete FT is mathematically sound,
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

[96,123]

method using matrix decomposition is preferred, as it

requires less computational time. Subfigure 2.5b displays the magnitude of the interferogram FFT
converted onto a logarithmic scale image to be able to visualize the central peak (zeroth-order
frequency) and the sidelobes. Higher frequency values are situated further away from this zeroorder frequency. The raw 2D phase and 2D intensity (Fig. 2.5d and 2.5e) are extracted from the 1st
order sidelobe by inverse Fourier Transform.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of wavefront extraction using Fourier Transform method.

The raw 2D phase contains 2 phase jumps, which means the values representing the phase
are restricted to a set boundary of -π < φ < π; or -180° < φ < 180°. To unwrap the phase, whenever
the phase values exceed this boundary, it can be increased or decreased by a multiple of 2π (or
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360°). Unwrapping allows the full extent of the phase to be displayed and helps in mapping the
surface of the correction/reshaping wavefront being imparted unto the beam. During the
unwrapping process, it is possible for noise fluctuations in the camera to create unwanted phase
discontinuities as information is collected further away from the central beam spot, where the light
intensity is close to the background noise of the camera. In order to alleviate this issue, a circular
mask is overlaid on top of the wrapped phase before unwrapping. This masking technique
mitigates these discontinuities, while also making it easier to measure the Peak to Valley (PV) and
Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the 2D phase, as detailed in (Eqn. 2.7) and (Eqn. 2.8).
𝑃𝑉(𝜑) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝜑) − 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝜑)
1

𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝜑) = √ ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠(𝜑−< 𝜑 >)2
𝑁

2.4

(2.7)
(2.8)

Genetic Algorithm

2.4.1 Introduction
Human history is rife with inventions that drew inspiration from natural and biological
phenomenon. In the realm of information processing and computer science, the biological process
of evolution serves as the basis for a computing technique known as a Genetic Algorithm. A
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary algorithm that explores a number of randomized
solutions in order to better optimize a target criterion of interest [124]. What is beneficial about this
programming technique is its ability to find a solution that cannot be found analytically. Not only
that, but due to the evolutionary and randomized nature of the algorithm, it is possible to generate
a number of distinct solutions that could – potentially – achieve the same target.
The core reasoning behind the GA process stems from natural selection and evolution [125].
More precisely, the process is analogous to that of selective breeding. Selective breeding (or
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artificial selection) is a process by which animals, or plants, breed with one another in order to
express a desired phenotype (or trait). This phenotype is targeted in order to suit a particular goal.
For example, a breeder may want to express a specific phenotype in plants that allows them to
survive in colder climates. When viewed in the confines of this experiment, the flow of the GA
can be best illustrated in a logical diagram as shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Genetic Algorithm logical diagram

A typical GA routine is defined as the following: (1) Create a set of initial, randomized
solutions that serve as the “parents” of the first generation; (2) the GA selects a group of parents
that have traits which are suitable to the targeted fitness method; (3) these parents reproduce with
each other, creating new “offspring” through genetic operation techniques; (4) the GA then brings
these offspring into the next cycle (generation). This process can be repeated up until a set
termination point [126]. Termination of the GA process is dependent upon what the user determines
to be an appropriate condition for ending it; such as: The target solution is found by meeting the
minimum criteria, the maximum number of preset generations has been reached, the “best”
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solution is observed by the viewer, etc. [127]. It is preferable to break down each of these steps to
better understand the GA optimization process.
2.4.2 GA Initialization
The ability for the GA to reach a desired solution first lies in the starting parameters. These
variables alter the randomization, optimization, and reproduction of the GA, and ultimately if the
algorithm can converge or not to a solution. These parameters include: the number of generations
within each iteration of the GA, the population size, which fitness method (or operator) the GA
uses, the required amount of “genetic” diversity within each generation, and the probability (or
amount) of genetic crossover and mutation; to name a few. Both the parameters set and genes
constructed – from a programming standpoint – are realistically given as bits; which are sent to a
control system. Most of the time, these parameters do not act independently, and interact with one
another at some point; known as epistasis [128,129]. Ultimately, the goal of setting these parameters
is to optimize the functions being used so that they lead to a target solution. Depending on the
complexity of the solution needed to be achieved, the number of parameters (or flexibility of said
parameters) is likely to increase as well. This is in addition to alterations being made to the way
genes interact with each other.
A useful term in defining how easily the GA can reach a solution, based on set parameters,
is known as the search space. As the search space grows in size, based on the number of genes
needed, or the information each parameter requires, the computational load increases. This
translates as more time needed before the GA is able to terminate or find a solution. As an example,
the SLM accepts values within an array of 512x512 pixels. The phase creation methods that are
used only takes a select number of phase terms and creates a mesh grid that encompasses the
entirety of the SLM array, with 512x512 phase arrays – when multiple terms are present – adding
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upon each other. The maximum search space the GA could explore would be to have one phase
term per SLM pixel, meaning that a search space containing 512x512 (or 262,144) terms (genes)
could be chosen. A scenario like this is unreasonable, however, and would require too much
computational effort and time. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the nature of how the search space operates in
the case of only two input phase terms / genes. Two inputs (genes) are used as a means of finding
a solution, which leads to a two-dimensional search space. The GA randomizes the values of these
inputs in order to seek out the best solution.

Figure 2.7: Illustration of search space in the case of two input genes

With each new input, the number of dimensions within the search space increases, and the
amount of possible value combinations the GA could produce increases exponentially. The sheer
size of the search space, when viewed in the context of the SLM, requires that there be restrictions
on the amount of freedom the device can act upon. Another consequence of having a significantly
large search space, is that the lack of specificity could negatively impact the GA’s ability to reach
the intended solution; or find an unnecessary one (called a local-optimum). A local optimum
(displayed as yellow dots in Fig. 2.7) is a solution in a specific region of the search space that looks
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like an optimal solution in respect to the defined goal; while – in actuality – there a better solution.
Once parameters are set and defined, the GA sets about producing the population it needs to run
its iterations. In the case of the wavefront correction experiment, the GA creates a randomized set
of genes used to build the 512x512 phase array, which is sent to the SLM as a means of producing
a phase modulation response.

2.4.3 Best Individual Selection and fitness score
Weighing the efficacy of the genes within each individual requires that they (the
individuals) be given a value. This value is called a fitness score. The fitness score gives the GA
an indication of which individuals (a set of genes) are best suited in meeting the fitness function
parameter defined using the feedback signal, with the intent of directing the GA towards the
intended solution. The fitness score can be outlined in several ways, such as 𝑓𝑖 /𝑓 ,̅ where 𝑓𝑖 is the
fitness score of a single Individual, while 𝑓 ̅ is the average fitness across all Individuals. Other
methods of fitness evaluation include ranking the fitness of each individual [130,131], or tournament
selection [132]. The fitness function guides the GA towards the optimal solution. Fig. 2.8 illustrates
an example of fitness scores evolution as function of the GA generation when the goal is to increase
a laser maximum intensity measured by a camera. The maximum value of the fitness score could
be 4096 counts here, which corresponds to the camera pixel depth. When the GA is close to the
optimal solution, the fitness score reaches a plateau as there is no more improvement of its value.
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Figure 2.8: Example of the fitness scores evolution as a function of the GA generation

2.4.4 Reproduction and Genetic Operators
Next comes the process of reproduction. The terms “parents” and “offspring” have been
used up until this point for the sake of comprehension, but from here on, the terms “parent” and
“offspring” will be defined as “individuals”. Each individual contains a 512x512 pixel phase array,
and each generation incorporates a set number of individuals; the total being the population. After
the best individuals are selected, they are then allowed to exchange values - within the phase map
- with another individual, or provide some level of alteration to their existing values; making their
way to the next generation. This process of making new individuals is facilitated by what are
known as genetic operators. There are two types of genetic operators: Crossover (Recombination)
and Mutation [133]; as depicted in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Crossover and Mutation methods [134]

Crossover takes two individuals and uses a combinational technique to interchange their
phase values. Though what values are exchanged is random, there is a set order to which values
are chosen. The premise behind the crossover technique is that a good solution can produce an
even better solution [135]. In the case of the experiments performed in this chapter, random elements
of each array are chosen interchanged with another individual, called uniform crossover. This
ensures no bias between any two elements (bits) during reproduction.
Mutation takes one individual and alters the phase values within individual phase array,
which then becomes a new individual for the next generation. Mutation operators can allow for
uniform mutation, boundary mutation, or non-uniform mutation

[136]

. For the experiment, the

amount of phase variation is set as an input parameter that can be adjusted for changing the GA
convergence speed or success. A larger phase range for mutation translates into stronger phase
modulation effects, allowing for greater exploratory opportunities. However, with increased
exploration potential also comes the tradeoff of less precision. This lack of precision can
potentially lock the GA into a suboptimal solution; known as exploitation. Balancing this ratio
(Exploration vs Exploitation) is key in allowing for diversity and convergence.
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2.4.5 GA Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages of a GA are quite numerous. It allows for the solving of a complex solution
with no analytical form, it can optimize along continuous or discrete variables, it is capable of
working in parallel computers, and it is generally well adapted to receive numerous input
parameters [137]. As a tool, it is a reliable multi-conditional optimization technique. To serve as a
juxtaposition, another optimization algorithm, known as simulated annealing

[138]

, works in a

similar manner to that of the physical phenomena known as annealing. It takes one individual at a
given “temperature” and adds a randomized state for the individual to explore; or not – if it
chooses. The purpose of the simulated annealing technique is to optimize the individual to reach
lowest temperature state possible; which would lead to the best solution. What the GA benefits
intrinsically from is that its significantly larger population size enables it to search for a solution
in fewer generations, as opposed to one individual making up the entirety of the population; as it
is with simulated annealing. An example of this could be finding a needle in a very large haystack.
Having multiple individuals involved shortens the time it takes to find the needle, as opposed to
one. Essentially, simulated annealing is more time consuming than its GA counterpart, which is
why it is often applied to more specific design problems [138].
There are, however, limitations to the GA. Though capable of finding a solution, it may
not be optimal to utilize a GA when needing to find an already established solution, as existing
methods may already exist and are likely better optimized than the GA. Another issue of the GA,
which was alluded to in the GA initialization section, is its ability to be trapped to a local optimum.
Local optimums appear to be the desired solution the GA is searching for, and as a result these
optimums can diminish a GA’s ability to search for other possible solutions; ones that may be even
better. This is especially problematic if the GA is able to converge to its solution relatively quickly
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[139]

. There are methods of mitigating this type of convergence, and normally lies in a GA’s ability

to preserve diversity in the genes it produces. Mutation is typically what ensures diversity in the
GA, and – preferably – what allows for there to be multiple solutions to a given function [140].

2.5

Wavefront Correction using a learning algorithm
The previous sections presented the GA and how it is used in the experimental arrangement

shown in Fig. 2.1. To validate the GA, as far as its ability to correct the wavefront of an incoming
aberrated beam, an aberrated medium (plastic see-through plate) was introduced on the beam to
create additional higher order aberrations. The goal in doing so is to understand how well the GA
can recover the initial wavefront by finding the inverse wavefront of the one given by the aberrated
slide. Before the aberrated slide was introduced, an experiment was performed in which the SLM
is turned on but has no phase applied (i.e. 0V); as a starting point of the correction. The GA would
then compensate for these small initial aberrations (cf. Eqn. 2.2), serving as an indicator for how
well the GA can correct an aberrated wavefront.
2.5.1 Compensation of the initial SLM distortion
When the SLM is powered on, and zero volt sent to each pixel, the SLM lacks an ideal
surface. As such, it is necessary to get a baseline of how much modulation takes place when the
laser reflects off the SLM. With the beam directed along the interferometry arm, the phase
modulation that is inherent in the SLM is measured and displayed in Fig. 2.10a. Linecuts (1D
vector extractions of a 2D array) taken across the middle of the phase, in both the x and ydirections, also illustrates the phase not being constant across the surface of the SLM (Fig.2.10b).
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Figure 2.10: 2D phase of the SLM at 0V (a), Linecuts in the x and y-directions (b)

Taking the PV and RMS values of the phase, when the SLM is at 0V, gives a value of ~4.4
and 0.57 radians; respectively. In order to determine the performance of the correction process
used in this experiment, the Rayleigh Criteria defines the PV and RMS values needed to be
achieved by the setup; see Eqn. 2.9. If the wavefront aberrations are reduced down to the level of
(Eqn. 2.9), the system can be considered free of aberration. How close the system can come to
these values would indicate its successful convergence.
𝜋

𝑃𝑉(𝜑) < 2 𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 1.6 𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝜋

𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝜑) < 10 𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 0.3 𝑟𝑎𝑑

or

(2.9)

When focused by a lens (750 mm lens in Fig. 2.1), the wavefront aberrations transform the
energy that is spread outside of the focal spot. When observing the spatial profile of the focused
beam, also called the “focal spot” (see Fig. 2.11), the energy from the laser is dispersed unevenly
around the central beam spot. This causes the peak intensity of the beam to be lower in the center.
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Figure 2.11: Spatial intensity profile of uncorrected Gaussian beam at 750 mm lens focus. Energy from the beam is
dispersed, rather than concentrated at the central beam spot.

The profile of this beam is the result of the previously aforementioned optical phenomena,
as well as other optical aberrations; such as: astigmatism or coma aberrations. In addition, the
beam could not precisely be located in focus on the camera imaging plane. Addressing this issue
requires the use of a phase method that can provide a modulation phase capable of minimizing
aberrations; while also focusing the beam. When more energy is collected within the center of the
beam spot, it produces a greater intensity. As such, in order to correct the wavefront of the beam
the GA optimizes the wavefront by using a fitness method that takes feedback from the intensity
measured by spatial profile camera; only to then maximize it.
Two correcting methods are provided to showcase how certain phase methods are more
capable of wavefront correction than others. The first phase method is using what is known as the
rectangular (Cartesian), polynomial phase method. The Cartesian phase method follows a typical
polynomial mathematical form (Eqn. 2.10). The constant, An, is the phase value that is randomized
and altered by the GA, and a mesh grid is used to map the phase method onto a 512x512 pixel
array. As the array is 2D, two polynomial equations are utilized, with phase values assembled in
both the x and y directions; such as A2x and A2y. With there being two directions of operation, this
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method is also capable of some astigmatism correction, as one directional equation could provide
a stronger focus term than the other.
𝜑𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 (𝑥) = 𝐴0𝑥 + 𝐴1𝑥 𝑥 + 𝐴2𝑥 𝑥 2 + ⋯ +𝐴𝑛𝑥 𝑥 𝑛

(2.10)

The other phase method used is that of the Zernike polynomials, which encompass
aberration formed on a circular pupil. This phase method should be better at correcting wavefront
aberrations than the Cartesian phase method, as it can generate more complex phases. The different
Zernike polynomials are described in Appendix A. By contrast, the strength of the Cartesian
method lies in its ability to focus the beam; by way of the A2 term. This A2 term leads to a parabolic
wavefront that mimics a focusing lens. Both methods can add a constant phase, as well as tilt, but
these phase terms are disabled for the purposes of this experiment; as they do not allow for
correction of the beam. For the Zernike method, these are the first three Zernike modes (Z0, Z1,
Z2), and for the Cartesian method, this is the first two terms; A0 and A1. Table 2.1 contains a list of
GA parameters used during the correction process for both phase methods.

GA Parameter
Best Individuals (Nbest)
Mutated Individuals
(Nmutation)
Crossover Individuals
(Ncrossover)
Number of terms (genes)
Range of mutation (rad)

Cartesian Phase Method
4
16

Zernike Phase Method
4
16

12

12

2
100

13 modes
100

Table 2.1: GA wavefront correction parameters

When determining the amount of mutated individuals, the square of Nbest is used
2
(𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
= 42 = 16), while the number of crossover individuals is determined using

the formula (𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 × (𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 1)). The best individuals are only chosen as a way for
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their phase values to have both mutation and crossover operators applied to them for future
individuals. This means that each generation only carries 28 individuals (𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 ).
The best individuals from the previous generation do carry over, however, in the case that better
individuals could not be found in the current generation. When mutation of the best individuals
occurs, a technique known as regularization is employed. This technique takes the 4 mutated
individuals, and then applies a logarithmic scaling factor to the phase value associated with those
individuals; by orders of 10%, 1%, and 0.1%. This means each of the 4 mutated individuals has 3
additional individuals that are assigned to them, leading to 16 mutated individuals being produced.
To give an example, if a mutated individual has a phase term value of 400 radians, its subsequent
regularized individuals are 40, 4, and 0.4 radians. The benefit of this technique is that it allows the
GA to essentially “roam” around a specific mutated individual, in order to see if better solutions
can be found nearby.
As the GA iterates and creates new phase values to send to the SLM, the camera provides
feedback to the LabVIEW system, enabling the GA to determine if a particular phase pattern
(individual) is effective in maximizing the intensity of the laser beam. The results from correcting
the Gaussian beam, with both the Cartesian and Zernike methods, can be seen in Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Correction results of initial SLM distortion. (a) Uncorrected Gaussian beam spatial profile and intensity
distribution, (b) Spatial profile and intensity distribution of the beam after Cartesian phase method correction,
(c) Spatial profile and intensity distribution of the beam after Zernike phase method correction

As seen in Fig.2.12, both phase methods demonstrate an ability to maximize the beam
intensity, with up to a two-fold increase in the beam maximum intensity. Reductions in the artifacts
present near the central focal spot is also noticeable. What is most noticeable is that the Zernike
method demonstrated a higher degree of wavefront correction, as it results in the greatest increase
in the beams intensity (2130 A.U. counts). Observation of the fitness scores, per generation (Fig.
2.13), further illustrates the Zernike methods advantage in aberration correction. While the
Cartesian method is able to converge towards the target solution faster than the Zernike method
(reaching a fitness score of 1.85x), ultimately the Zernike method is able to reach a more optimal
solution (reaching a final fitness score of 1.89x). This is due to the restrictions placed on the
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possible phase shapes for the Cartesian method, which allows the complex phase shapes of the
Zernike method to find a more optimal solution. Section 2.6 goes into further details on the topic
of exploration (search space), convergence, and phase efficacy. At certain times during the
iteration process, the GA is unable to find a phase pattern that produces a fitness score that is better
than the previous score from the last generation. When this occurs, the fitness score is held constant
until a better score can be found.

Figure 2.13: Fitness scores of the best individual as function of generations for each phase method. The fitness score
used here are normalized to the reference fitness score for a beam with initial (0V) phase

Looking at the corrected phase (Fig. 2.14), both the Cartesian and Zernike methods produce
wavefronts with a lower PV and RMS value, indicating that the wavefront aberrations are reduced.
The Cartesian method is able to reduce the PV and RMS values down to 2.60 and 0.48 radians
(Fig. 2.14b), while the Zernike method is able to achieve a reduction in the PV and RMS down to
2.23 and 0.42radians (Fig. 2.14c). The shading of the color map associated with the unwrapped
phase (for the corrected beam) reinforces how a lower PV & RMS value is akin to a near-constant
phase distribution. As a PV of 1.6 radians and an RMS of 0.3 radians is desirable, the values that
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are achieved through this correction technique show worthwhile signs as to the effectiveness of
the learning algorithm.

Figure 2.14: Spatial phase and linecuts before and after wavefront correction. (a) Uncorrected Gaussian beam phase
and linecuts. (b) Cartesian phase and associated linecuts. (c) Zernike phase and associated linecuts

The phase linecuts of the Cartesian and Zernike phase methods showcase how both
methods are capable in diminishing out-of-focus and astigmatic effects, optimizing the wavefront.
In addition, as the Zernike corrected focus (Fig. 2.12.c) is clearly better than the Cartesian
corrected focus (Fig. 2.12.b), it means that the phase measurement probably contains aberrative
terms that are not really in the beam and are created by slight imperfection in the interferometer
alignment. This further justifies the use of a learning algorithm for optimizing the signal of interest
(camera signal), rather than measurement of wavefront that could contain additional aberrations.
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While the GA can reduce the amount of aberration on the uncorrected beam wavefront, not
meeting the Rayleigh criteria indicates that there may be more aberrations types that the GA could
not correct. By analyzing the phase of the uncorrected beam and determining the Zernike mode
(coefficients) amplitudes (over 36 modes – Z36), there are a number of higher-order aberrations
still present within its wavefront; see Fig. 2.15. The modes related to Z3, Z6, Z8, Z9, Z10, Z19, Z21,
and Z35 display the greatest aberrative effect on the wavefront; see Fig. 2.15a. Observation of the
correction results for Fig.2.15b (Cartesian correction) and 2.15c (Zernike correction) shows a
reduction in the magnitudes of the Z3, Z6, though with increases in the amplitude in other modes.
One possibility for this behavior is the GA had not found the “best” solution which reduces all
possible Zernike aberrations in which the Zernike phase method can operate upon. Additional
Zernike phase terms, as well as GA iteration time, could see further improvements in the beam
signal. It should be noted however, that with increased inputs from the Zernike phase method, the
more time it would take for the GA to find the optimal solution.

Figure 2.15: Zernike coefficients before and after initial SLM distortion correction. (a) Zernike coefficients of the
aberrated beam. (b) Zernike coefficients after Cartesian phase method correction, and (c) the Zernike coefficients
after Zernike phase method correction.
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Transitioning to the 512x512 SLM phase array created when achieving these correction
results, the pattern produced by the Cartesian method (Fig. 2.16a) shows some degree of astigmatic
phase distribution, as well as a parabolic shape that is indicative of defocusing.

Figure 2.16: SLM phase arrays after correction. (a) SLM phase array and linecuts after GA optimization using the
Cartesian method. (b) SLM phase array and linecuts after GA optimization using the Zernike method.

The Zernike method (Fig. 2.16b), however, displays a more unique phase array due to the
various Zernike phase types that were utilized during correction. There is still a detectable
defocusing phase pattern seen within the linecuts. What is more notable is the lack of similarity
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between the two methods and their defocus terms. The Zernike method provides a stronger phase
term with respect to 1st-order astigmatism (Z5), rather than pushing a strong defocus phase (unlike
the Cartesian method), along with the correction of coma aberrations (Z8).
The phase (in radians) of the corrective SLM arrays is in good agreement with the
uncorrected (0V) beam phase measured by the interferometer. The surface linecuts of the SLM
array mirror that of the linecuts taken of uncorrected beam, showing that they are attempting to
correct the beam with an inverse phase. Discrepancies between the PV and RMS of the SLM arrays
used for correction, and the PV and RMS values of each correction methods respective phase, is
primarily due to the circular mask used only in the phase measured by the interferometer. After
demonstrating the ability for this learning algorithm setup to correct a standard Gaussian, attention
is now turned to correcting for higher-order aberrations.

2.5.2 Correction of Higher-Order Aberrations
To better test the experimental setup and its control algorithm, and how well it can correct
for aberrations, an aberrative object is introduced into the system. The object is an 8cm x 6cm seethrough, plastic cover and is mounted in between the beam splitter and the SLM. Placing it in this
position ensures that only the modulated wavefront is affected by the object, and ensures that both
the fringe data and phase data is represented accurately along the interference arm of the setup.
Fig.2.17. shows the spatial profile of the beam in the focal plane of the 750 mm lens, as a result of
passing through the plastic cover. The maximum intensity of this aberrated beam is measured to
be 86 counts, while the background noise is ~18 counts, illustrating the severity of the aberration
when compared to the maximum count of 1058 for the uncorrected Gaussian beam. The diffuse
shape of the beam also leads to a significantly large beam width, with the FWHM being 0.3 mm.
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Figure 2.17: Gaussian beam spatial profile at focus with additional aberration from coverslip.

Both the Cartesian method and the Zernike method are tested for correction of these
aberrations. As the goal is to produce a beam that is closer to an ideal Gaussian, reusing the same
fitness method of maximizing the intensity seen in the CCD camera is still desirable. This
concentrates the energy of the beam towards a central beam spot and allows for the mitigation of
these higher-order aberrations. Table 2.2 shows the parameters used for the process of correcting
the beam. Results of this correction can be seen in Fig. 2.18.

GA Parameter
CCD Exposure
Number of Generations
Best Individuals (Nbest)
Mutated Individuals
(Nmutation)
Crossover Individuals
(Ncrossover)
Number of terms (modes)
Range of mutation (rad)

Cartesian Phase Method
0.26ms
50
4
16

Zernike Phase Method
0.26ms
50
4
16

12

12

2
200

13
200

Table 2.2: GA starting parameters for higher-order aberration correction
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Figure 2.18: Spatial profile before and after high-order aberration correction. (a) The uncorrected beam. (b)
Aberration correction using the cartesian method. (c) Aberration correction using the Zernike method.

Both the Cartesian (Fig. 2.18b) and Zernike (Fig. 2.18c) phase methods are able to correct
for aberrations, producing a noticeably more intense beam. There is still a discernable level of
aberration involved, which could be attributed to certain phase aberrations not being addressed by
either method. The spatial profile for the Cartesian phase method shows a number of aberrative
affects surrounding the beam spot. Given that is mostly capable of defocusing, there is a lack of
corrective ability in removing these effects. The Zernike method, by contrast, is able to reduce the
size of the existing aberration; while still improving the beams intensity. Using the Cartesian
method for aberration correction, the original FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) of the aberrated
beam is reduced by a magnitude of 3.3x; registering as 89 μm. Further reduction was demonstrated
with the Zernike method, providing a reduction of 3.5x; the FWHM being 84.2 μm. The impacts
of correction are best seen when analyzing the phase before and after correction, as shown in
Figure 2.19; along with its associated linecuts.
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Figure 2.19: Spatial phase and linecuts before and after aberration correction. (a) Aberrated Gaussian beam (b)
Cartesian correction (c) Zernike correction

The PV value of the aberrated Gaussian beam (Fig. 2.19b) is measured to be 16.3 radians,
and an RMS of 1.72 radians. After performing GA optimization using both the Cartesian and
Zernike methods, the PV value of the phase, after Cartesian correction (Fig. 2.19b), is reduced to
13.1 radians, with an RMS of 1.92 radians. This correction is rather small when viewed against
the Zernike correction (Fig. 2.19c), which is able to reduce the PV value of the phase to 9.8 radians,
and the RMS to 1.27 radians. Observation of the phase terms and their phase values showcases
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how the Zernike method seeks to correct a significant number of higher-order aberrations that go
unaccounted for by the Cartesian method. The Zernike coefficients, before and after corrections,
can be seen in Fig. 2.20. Reductions in the amplitude of several Zernike modes, within the
operating range of the Zernike phase method, can be seen between the aberrated beam (Fig. 2.20a)
and the Zernike corrected beam (Fig. 2.20c). Higher-order aberrations, such as modes Z17, Z21,
Z31, Z35, are left uncorrected. An outlier in this case is mode Z7, which corresponds to a coma (in
x). No definitive conclusions can be ascertained regarding the inability for the Zernike phase
method to correct this mode.

Figure 2.20: Zernike coefficients before and after higher-order aberration correction. (a) Aberrated beam. (b) After
Cartesian phase method correction, and (c) after Zernike phase method correction

Fig. 2.21 includes images of the SLM phase arrays for both corrections, as well their
respective linecuts. As the Cartesian method is only able to perform astigmatic and defocusing
correction, the parabolic shape represents its limitation to correct higher-order aberrations. The
Zernike phase array and linecut showcases a more complex structure, illustrating the ability for
this method to correct for more aberrative effects; and to a stronger degree.
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Figure 2.21: 512x512 SLM phase array and linecuts for both corrective methods. (a) Cartesian phase array and
linecut after aberration correction. (b) The Zernike phase array and linecuts after aberration correction

Viewing the best fitness scores as a function of the GA generation (Fig. 2.22), both methods
converge a near equal pace, but the Zernike can find the best solution for aberration correction.
There are number of attributable factors involved in the stagnation of both methods when finding
a better optimization solution. This includes: the number of aberrative orders, the amount of phase
each aberration imparts, the phase method utilized, how the fitness & optimization methods are
chosen, and the starting GA parameters. It is important to discuss the process of finding which
parameters are best suited in helping the GA find the optimal solution, and what factors (such as
the search space), play into how quickly a particular method converges towards a target solution.
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Figure 2.22: Fitness score evolution during correction of the aberrated Gaussian beam

2.6

GA Parameter Impacts on the Search Space
With experiments into wavefront correction concluded, it is necessary to analyze the

efficacy of the parameters utilized in order to optimize the wavefront of the Gaussian beam. As
mentioned before, the possible number of phase terms the GA could apply to the SLM is equivalent
to the array (or LCD) screen size of said SLM; which is 512x512 pixels. For each pixel, the SLM
only accepts unsigned 16-bit values, which ranges from 0 to 65535. Theoretically, an infinite
number of phase terms can be sent to the SLM, but this is unrealistic. When viewed in terms of
the Cartesian method, and the 2 defocus phase terms which were applied in section 2.5, the total
number of solutions this method could formulate is 655352; or 4.28x109. If a phase term were to
be applied to each individual pixel within the SLM, this would make the maximum number of
solutions the GA could generate as 65535(512x512), which can be functionally seen as an infinite
number of solutions. Due the vastness in how many solutions the GA can potentially produce, it
is important to test the effectiveness of each method used in the previous section (Cartesian and
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Zernike phase methods) to gauge how necessary additional phase terms are for a particular
optimization task.
To provide a better understanding into how having too much freedom in the amount of
phase terms can be detrimental, a third phase method, known as the Checkerboard method, has
been used in conjunction with the Cartesian method. This checkerboard method is specifically
designed to match the largest possible number of phase terms the SLM can take (512x512). As
this is too computationally taxing, the full 512x512 array is broken up into user-defined
“checkers”, with each checker being an MxM pixel array. A phase term is associated with each
checker, giving all the pixels contained within said checker the same value as the phase term.
Using bi-linear interpolation, this MxM array is expanded to a 128x128 pixel array, with this
process repeating again in order to convert the – now – 128x128 array into 512x512 pixels. This
interpolation is necessary to not only ensure the phase produced by the checkerboard method fills
the entire SLM array, but also allows for smoother transitions between the values that were initially
filled for each pixel; preventing large discontinuities. For simplicity and to reduce long
computational times, an 8x8 checkerboard is used for analysis, meaning the 512x512 array is split
into 64 checkers. Figure. 2.23 illustrates the design of the 8x8 checkerboard.
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Figure 2.23: 8x8 Checkerboard Array created using the checkerboard phase method

As stated earlier, three distinct phase creation methods have been used for analysis. These
phase methods were implemented in the following ways: The Cartesian method using only the
defocus terms (A2x and A2y), the Cartesian method using 4 additional phase terms (A3x/y…A6x/y),
the Zernike method using Zernike modes Z3 … Z8, and a combination of both the Cartesian (using
A2x/y…A6x/y) and the checkerboard method using an 8x8 checkerboard. The phase values for this
8x8 array are not preselected, but are instead randomized by the GA. Two fitness methods are
chosen for optimization, with the first fitness method seeking to maximize the laser intensity, and
the second method attempting to minimize the beam width of the laser. Scoring for beam width
minimization uses the observed 1/e2 beam width of the laser, though it is interpreted as pixels due
to the step-wise nature of the SLM screen. Results of this testing can be seen in Table 2.3. Every
method is tested across a variety of conditions, including:
(1) the maximum intensity score it can reach,
(2) the smallest beam width (in pixels) it can achieve, and
(3) its convergence speed, which determines the number of generations it takes to reach
75% and 95% of the maximum intensity produced by each method.
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Fitness
Method

Phase Method

Corrected Imax
(A.U)

Max Int.
Max Int.
Max Int.

Corrected Beam
Width
(pixels)
X = 6, Y = 6
X = 6, Y = 6
X = 6, Y = 6

Convergence Speed
(generations)
75%
90%
5
7
47
59
12
59

Cart. (A2x, A2y)
1876
Cart. (A2x/y…A6x/y)
1538
Cart. (A2x/y…A6x/y),
858
Checkerboard (8x8)
Max Int.
Zernike (Z3…Z8)
1939
X = 5, Y = 5
16
49
Min. Beam
Cart. (A2x, A2y)
1720
X = 6, Y =6
5
10
Min. Beam
Cart. (A2x/y…A6x/y)
1815
X = 6, Y = 6
7
22
Min. Beam
Cart. (A2x/y…A6x/y),
110
X = 10, Y = 10
5
42
Checkerboard (8x8)
Min. Beam
Zernike (Z3…Z8)
1120
X = 6, Y = 6
4
18
Table 2.3: GA convergence speeds and phase method effectiveness under various conditions

The Cartesian method using, only the defocus terms, showcases the fastest convergence
speed of all the methods utilized in this analysis. However, this speed does not lend itself to
achieving the best solution, which is demonstrated by the Zernike method achieving the highest
intensity across both fitness methods; including a smaller beam width when maximizing the beam
intensity. The number of terms implemented by the Zernike method requires a significantly greater
of number of generations (at least 49) in order to reach 90% of the maximum beam intensity value.
When viewed computationally, the seven Zernike modes being implemented (Z3…Z8) translated
to a total combination of 655357; or 5.13x1033.
This drawback of a significantly larger search space is taken to an extreme when the
combination of the Cartesian and checkerboard method is observed. The significantly lower
maximum intensity it can achieve (when attempting to maximize beam intensity) can be attributed
to the significantly larger search space it needs to explore; 655356+(8x8). The inability for this
method to find a solution is further emphasized when viewing its performance when trying to
minimize the beam size; where the corrected intensity is lower than the initial intensity of the
beam. This combinational phase method is presumed to have encountered a local optimum where
the beam size was perceived by the GA to be the “minimum.”
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An outlier in this analysis is the Zernike method when minimizing the beam width.
Theoretically, it should have been the most successful in not only minimizing the size of the beam,
but in also achieving the highest maximum intensity. It is highly likely that the GA found a local
optimum in which it believed that it had achieved the best solution, which is proven by the
relatively small beam width of the Gaussian. While its width was small, this did not mean the beam
was in focus, which may lie in the fact that the Zernike method did not apply a strong enough
defocus term.
Another notable takeaway from this optimization test is the interplay between the number
of phase terms used for a particular phase method, and how they behave under differing fitness
methods. Focusing in on both Cartesian methods (of varying phase terms), implementing only the
defocus term allows for both a quick convergence speed, as well as a greater beam intensity. Given
that the Gaussian beam is already being focused, the corrective phase needed was largely restricted
to the defocusing and astigmatism. The Cartesian method with additional phase terms (A3x/y…A6x/y)
introduces additional complexity into the GA, making it harder for it to find the best solution
needed to maximize the beam intensity. This situation is reversed when the fitness method centers
on minimizing the beam size, as those additional phase terms produce a beam with a greater
intensity than its defocus phase-only counterpart, while also minimizing the beam width. As the
intensity of the beam no longer factors into optimization, the GA benefits from having additional
phase terms to work with, which allows for higher-order aberrations (which would previously have
no importance in optimization) to be corrected for.

2.7

Discussion
It has been demonstrated that 1) the experimental setup, which incorporates an SLM and

the GA, is able to be used for both spatial profile observation and fringe analysis, 2) that the GA
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is able to correct the wavefront of an uncorrected Gaussian beam, and 3) through GA optimization,
it is possible to correct for higher-order aberrations. Results of wavefront correction has led to
marked improvement of the intensity distribution of the corrected Gaussian beam, as well as a
reduction in both the PV and RMS values of the spatial phase; an effect seen significantly with
Zernike correction. An examination into the necessary number of phase methods, the efficacy of
each phase method, as well as their convergence speeds, was also performed. From these
observations, further insight was gained by understanding the dynamics between the amount of
phase terms utilized (for each respective phase method), and how greater exploratory freedom also
comes at the cost of finding the best solution needed to satisfy a particular fitness method.
It is important to recognize that multiple factors, such as the phase methods implemented
and fitness method chosen, can have a large impact on the ability for the GA to converge to an
optimal solution. For future studies, it is worthy to consider the use of a phase method that allows
for the randomization of phase values within the SLM phase array. An optimization phase method
that is wholly randomized would – theoretically – be able to find the best solution possible
(compared to other phase methods). However, such a method would also require significantly
increased computational time; given the exponential size of the search space. If such a method
were to be applied, a novel technique would be necessary in order to minimize computation time,
while also maximizing the possible search space for this particular phase method.
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CHAPTER 3 CHARACTERIZATION OF 3D FOCAL INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS
3.1

Introduction
The previous chapter presented wavefront correction experiments, with the Spatial Light

Modulator (SLM) providing a phase modulation term to an incoming beam source. The required
phase modulation was determined by a learning algorithm - more specifically a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) - that used the signal from a Charged Coupling Device (CCD) camera as the feedback for
optimization. This could be seen as a “classical” wavefront correction scheme, as it allows the
optimization of the intensity distribution in the transverse plane in which the CCD camera is
positioned; but does not constrain the light outside of the plane. One of the goals of this dissertation
is to propose the optimization of a laser focal volume, instead of just the focal plane (focal spot),
and explore if a learning algorithm is able to generate a focal volume that possesses a larger axial
extend than that of a reference Gaussian beam. This means that the learning algorithm needs to
have several input signals (CCD spatial profiles) at different points along the propagation axis.
As it is not feasible to manually move the CCD over a large range in a fast and reliable
way, the SLM could provide a defocusing term that shifts the beam in the longitudinal z-direction,
while also preserving the structure of the beam. A method of calibration needs to be devised in
order to ensure the SLM sends the appropriate defocus phase term that adjusts the beam to the
proper plane. This chapter is intended to discuss the fundamental concept known as the 3D focal
intensity distribution, develop a method to measure this distribution using a camera and the SLM,
and obtain a proper calibration of the SLM defocus term for use in the multi-plane GA, an
extension of the single-plane GA that was presented in chapter 2. The goal of this multi-plane GA
is to shape the focal volume, and this work is presented in chapter 4. The effectiveness of the SLM
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calibration is demonstrated in this chapter by running experimental comparisons between two
longitudinal scanning methods, the manual translation of the CCD camera, and a longitudinal scan
using the SLM to defocus the laser.

3.2

The 3D focal intensity distribution
The 3D focal intensity distribution describes the characteristics and shape of the beam as

it is traveling along the beam propagation direction (z) while it is focused, and can be obtained by
recording transverse spatial profiles I(x,y) at different longitudinal z positions. When visualizing
the beam across its transverse (or spatial) profile, this requires observation of the beam in both the
x and y-dimensions; or xy. This would be akin to viewing the point of a pencil. Alternatively, if
the pencil were to be rotated, so that the entire length of the pencil was visible, this would be
indicative of the longitudinal profile; which always requires the z-dimension. The viewer can then
either choose to view the pencil from the top (xz) or from the sides (yz). The 3D focal intensity
distribution would be akin to observing the full dimensions of the pencil.
Fig. 3.1 illustrates different ways of displaying the 3D focal intensity distribution in the
case of a perfect Gaussian beam with similar characteristics than the one used in this dissertation
(w0 = 38 microns, ZR=9.3 mm). Fig. 3.1a shows nine 2D transverse intensity profiles I(x,y) as they
would be recorded by a CCD camera while being translated in z. These 2D images constitutes a
3D stack, and only nine are displayed, but to obtain a finer axial resolution stack, images are saved
at least every 5 mm (81 images for 400 mm range). Taking a 2D slice at y=0 extracts from the
stack the 2D longitudinal intensity profile I(x,z) as displayed in Fig. 3.1b (normalized to 1) and
Fig. 3.1c (not normalized, if the CCD exposure is kept constant while acquiring the stack).
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Figure 3.1: Displaying the 3D focal intensity distribution. (a) 2D spatial profiles are recorded to build a 3D stack. (b)
Normalized 2D longitudinal intensity profile I(x,z) at y=0. (c) 2D longitudinal intensity profile I(x,z) at y=0. (d)
Beam width w at 1/e2 as function of z. (e) 1D transverse intensity profiles I(x) at focus (z=0) and z=200 mm. (f) 1D
longitudinal intensity profile I(z) at x=y=0. Dashed lines in (a) and (c) correspond to the linecuts in (e) and (f).

To provide a visual support of the evolution of the beam size and divergence with z, the
beam width radius at 1/e2 in x and y can be plotted as shown in Fig. 3.1d. For a Gaussian beam,
this beam width follows the dependence presented in Eqn. 1.15 seen in chapter 1. The depth of
focus (2 ZR) is displayed in the figure and is a measure of the axial extend of the focal volume,
region where the intensity is above 50% of the maximum peak intensity at the focal plane (z=0).
Fig. 3.1e displays the one-dimensional (1D) intensity distribution I(x) of the Gaussian beam, and
can be found by taking a horizontal linecut across the center of the 2D spatial profile, or a linecut
at given z positions in the 2D longitudinal profile. Dashed lines with the matching colors of the
1D profiles of Fig. 3.1e are used in Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1c to indicate where the linecuts were
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taken. Fig. 3.1f works in a similar manner, but is instead a linecut of the 2D longitudinal profile
from Fig. 3.1c, a result of observing the beam as it travels along the longitudinal axis.
It is usual in optics to have only information about the spatial profile and phase in one
transverse plane, and to have the 3D axial intensity distribution simulated or calculated. Unique in
our case is the fact that the 3D intensity distributions of the beam profiles are obtained
experimentally. The transverse (spatial) profiles are captured by the camera and they are overlaid
to construct the 3D I(x,y,z) distribution. This allows each transverse profile to be linked to a
respective propagation distance along the beam axis and creates a 3D stack of the beam which
contains all the information to understand how the beam distribution evolves over the propagation
axis z.

3.3

Experimental setup
This experiment utilizes the same experimental setup arrangement as shown in chapter 2,

but the interferometer and phase analysis arm are not used, so the beam is sent directly to the GA
arm of the setup, and the reference arm is blocked (cf. Fig. 3.2). The spatial profile CCD camera
is mounted on a translation stage that offers movement in the lateral direction, and the translation
stage is affixed to a rail track that allows the camera to be moved along propagation direction z.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for characterizing the laser 3D focal intensity distribution

There is no focusing of the beam onto the spatial profile CCD camera, so the 750 mm lens
from previous chapter experiment is removed. Instead, the SLM imparts a defocus term onto the
beam, in addition to creating the distinct beam profiles seen in this experiment. For the purposes
of this experiment, two distinct beam profiles are generated by the SLM, and their 3D focal
intensity distributions are scanned using two different methods. This first method involves using
the rail to manually reposition the spatial profile CCD camera at set intervals along a
predetermined propagation range, while the second method is the SLM providing the defocus term
necessary to simulate manual repositioning of the CCD camera at similar intervals.

3.4

Calibration of the SLM defocus term

3.4.1 3D focal intensity distribution measured by CCD manual translation
The beam used for the calibration of the defocus term is a corrected Gaussian beam, with
correction being handled by the SLM using the defocusing terms of the Cartesian method (A2x =
140.5 rad and A2y = 135.5 rad). The difference between A2x and A2y provides compensation of the
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initial astigmatic shape on the SLM surface; which was measured and corrected in the experiment
described in chapter 2. A distance of 1000 mm is chosen as our range of manual translation, with
the beam focusing at 740 mm away from the SLM image plane (cf. Fig. 3.2). To use the same
convention seen in Eqn. 1.15 for the beam size (w), the focal plane at 740 mm is assigned a value
of z= 0 mm, with the camera moving back and forth from this z-position by ±500 mm.
Transverse profiles are recorded as the spatial camera is translated manually on a rail; by
increments of 10 mm. The resulting 3D focal intensity distribution, shown as Maximum Intensity
Projections (MIP) in the XZ and YZ planes, are shown in Fig. 3.3. Instead of displaying 2D slices
at one given y value (similar to Fig. 3.1.b), a MIPxz takes the highest value pixel among all the y
values, making it easier to visualize in a 2D representation any structure contained in the 3D stack.

Figure 3.3: Normalized MIP of the Gaussian beam over z. (a) MIPxz manual scan. (b) MIPyz manual scan.

By recording the beam size values wx and wy obtained for each camera image, as a function
of the propagation distance (z), an experimental plot of w(z) is generated, shown as crosses in Fig.
3.4. These values can be fitted against the theoretical beam size of a perfect Gaussian beam (Eqn.
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1.15). The blue dashed line in Fig.3.4 corresponds to the best fit to the theoretical beam size, which
is obtained for a waist value of w0 = 38μm.

Figure 3.4: Gaussian beam size as function of z, extracted from the MIP shown in Fig. 3.3.

There is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical beam size evolution
with z. Beam size values that are situated at the furthest z-values of the measurement range show
noticeable deviations from the theoretical beam size evolution, but this is largely due to the beam
profile being so dispersed that it makes calculating the beam size more prone to error. A secondary
beam focus, at -380 mm, is also apparent in Fig. 3.4. The intensity of this focus is 2.4% of the main
focus (at z=0). This secondary focus is likely the result of a front reflection of the laser beam on
the SLM window whose antireflection coating is not optimized for 488 nm. As was mentioned in
chapter 2, this could potentially be an issue for the GA to converge if, for example, a fitness method
requiring the minimization of the beam size is the optimization criteria; as the secondary focus
may have a smaller beam size.
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3.4.2 Generation of 3D focal intensity distribution using SLM defocus term
For the purposes of the multiplane GA experiments presented in chapter 4, the goal of
sending a phase with the defocus term is to allow the spatial profile CCD camera to see a beam
transverse profile at different longitudinal values. In effect, this serves as a way of simulating the
camera being moved through the beam path, allowing for observation of the beam structure and
how it evolves over the propagation distance (z). To successfully have the SLM assign the proper
defocus term, it must first be calibrated so that it sends the correct value. A comparison with the
previous section 3D axial intensity distribution, created by manually translating the spatial profile
camera, provides validation of the calibration procedure. As the name suggests, the defocus phase
term brings the image out of focus, causing blurring effects for an image, or beam size change for
a laser beam. The defocus phase is highlighted by its quadratic dependence with beam size. Fig.
3.5 is an example of a 2D defocus term, as well as a plot of its shape along one direction.

Figure 3.5: 2D defocus phase term sent to the SLM (left) and 1D linecut along x direction (right)

Creating the defocus term is fairly simple. Using some of the existing phase methods
outlined before, such as the Cartesian and Zernike methods, the defocus term is created using
certain Cartesian polynomial terms (such as the A2 terms) or Zernike modes (Zernike mode Z4).
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For the SLM defocus calibration, the Cartesian method is used. For reference, the defocus terms
for the Cartesian method can be seen in Eqn. 3.1.
𝜑𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴2𝑥 𝑥 2 + 𝐴2𝑦 𝑦 2

(3.1)

The question then becomes, “What defocus phase amount is necessary in order to move
the beam focus to a distance z? Finding this value requires that we measure how the beam size at
(1/e2) is impacted when moving the spatial camera at – and away – from the beam focus manually,
and matching the change in beam size when the SLM defocus term is used to perform the beam
size change. The next step is to use the SLM to defocus the beam using A2x and A2y terms, and
record the corresponding spatial profiles and beam size values for each defocus A2 value. In this
regard, the A2x and A2y defocus terms are set to increase in steps of 2 radians; from 0 radians to
400 radians. Both A2x and A2y work by applying a defocus term in one direction, with A2x being
in the x-direction, and A2y being in the y-direction. As the SLM window surface shape is slightly
astigmatic, it is necessary to calibrate for both terms separately by finding their respective beam
sizes. By altering these terms, the beam width changes as a result of the beam focus being shifted.
Fig. 3.6a. shows a plot of the beam width at 1/e2 as a function of A2x and A2y, with a cropped
version (Fig. 3.6b) excluding the secondary focus or values of A2 when the beam size is bigger
than the CCD size, which result in the constant beam size value at 2 mm.
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Figure 3.6: Beam size at 1/e2 as a function of the A2 defocus term applied by the SLM (a). Beam size at 1/e2 for the
range of A2 values used for the defocus calibration

The next step is to associate one position z for each value of defocus A2. Given that the
beam waist at the focus (w0) is known, and the beam size is given by Fig. 3.6b, Eqn. 1.15 can be
inverted in order to connect both A2 and z; resulting in Eqn. 3.2.
𝑤

2

𝑧 = 𝑧𝑅 √( 𝑤0 ) − 1

(3.2)

From here, the defocus terms (as a function of z) are plotted, see Fig. 3.7. The focal length
(740 mm) is added in the z-axis so real values of distance are obtained for the calibration. Based
on the apparent linearity of the A2 values, a linear fit is laid over them, from which the SLM
defocus term calibration results is found; see Eqn. 3.3 and Eqn. 3.4.
𝐴2𝑥 = 175𝑧 + 10

(3.3)

𝐴2𝑦 = 175𝑧 + 5

(3.4)
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Figure 3.7: Defocus term A2 as a function of z, with linear fit depicted as dashed lines

The calibration terms (Eqn. 3.3 and 3.4) are then added in the control software for the SLM
scanning process, which means the SLM should be able to create a 3D focal intensity distribution
comparable to the one obtained when moving the CCD manually with this calibration. Fig. 3.8
shows the MIP results of the axial intensity scan when using the SLM, and not moving the CCD.
These profiles are similar to that of the manual scanning method max projections; see Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.8: Normalized MIP generated using the SLM calibrated for defocus. (a) MIPxz, and (b) MIPyz.
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Fig. 3.9 provides a comparison between the beam size values of both the SLM scanning
method, and the manual scanning method. There is strong correlation between the beam size values
for both methods. This is especially noticeable at both the main focus (z=0mm) and the secondary
focus (z=-380mm). With confirmation that the calibration equation is working, by properly
assigning the correct defocus phase value, experimental tests can now be conducted to see if this
new calibration method is applicable for other types of beam distributions.

Figure 3.9: Beam size evolution comparison between the SLM and manual scans. (a) along x (b) along y
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3.5

3D focal intensity distribution scanning comparisons
The SLM is programmed to generate the 3D focal distribution for two distinct beam

profiles: a Gaussian beam and a beam with purposely introduced astigmatism (astigmatic beam).
The Gaussian beam serves as a reference for calibration, as its behavior is well known. The
astigmatic beam allows us to assess the efficacy of the calibrated defocusing term, as the aberrative
effect becomes more pronounced the further the image scan is from the focal plane, and structures
appearing in the spatial profiles should appear in both methods. All scans are performed over a
distance of 400 mm. For the manual scans, 2D spatial profiles are captured at 10mm intervals
which creates 41 images total. When performing the axial scans with the SLM, the calibration
equations (3.3) and (3.4) are used in order to apply the appropriate defocusing term. This defocus
term is created within a 512x512 pixel map similar to other phase creation methods. The additional
phase maps created, in order to produce the necessary beam profiles, are then added onto this
defocus map. Scanning in this manner is automated, allowing the camera to remain stationary
while the SLM simulates the beams diffraction at the cameras observation plane. A benefit to this
method being automated, is that it more images can be captured – in this case, 81 – in shorter time
span and within the same scanning range.

3.5.1 Gaussian beam 3D focal intensity scan comparisons
Fig. 3.10 displays the MIP taken along the xz-direction, and the yz-direction for both axial
scanning methods. The MIP are all normalized to 1 to be able to compare more easily the fine
structures in the beam. There are strong similarities between the max projections produced by both
the manual and SLM scanning methods. As there is not enough visually distinction between the
two scanning methods at the focal plane, the furthermost wings of the Gaussian beam are used for
comparison purpose.
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Figure 3.10: Manual and SLM Gaussian beam scan comparisons. Panels include MIP in the xz (left) and yz (right)
directions for both the manual (a,b) and SLM (c,d) scans

The Gaussian beam transverse profile images captured at both -200 mm (first) and +200
mm (last) are showcased in Fig. 3.11, which includes both scanning methods. Visual observation
of the images reveals relatively negligible differences between the two methods. Any pronounced
differences are likely caused by small fluctuations in the background noise.
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Figure 3.11: Manual and SLM spatial profile comparisons of the Gaussian beam. First (z = -200 mm) and last (z =
+200mm) transverse profile CCD images can be seen for both the manual (a,b) and SLM (c,d) scanning methods

While visual observation would suggest a strong similarity in both scanning methods, it is
also important to test that the beam sizes are similar as well. By calculating the 1/e2 beam size for
each transverse plane, within the axial scan, the similarities between both methods become clearer;
emphasized by Fig. 3.12. When the beam size is taken along the x and y directions of the spatial
profile, there is a strong correlation between both scanning methods. Most notably is the beam
waist – at focus – for both scanning methods are of nearly the same size, in addition to focusing at
the same focal plane.

Figure 3.12: Beam size at 1/e2 comparison. (a) x-direction (b). y-direction
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3.5.2 Astigmatic beam 3D focal intensity scan comparisons
To generate an astigmatic beam, a positive defocus term was added to the x-direction and
the same amount removed to the y-direction defocus term (A2x = -10 rad and A2y = +10 rad).
Results displayed as MIP of the axial intensity scans for the astigmatic beam are presented in Fig.
3.13. Similar structures are visible in the intensity distribution. Also, visually, the focal planes which should be different in X and Y for an astigmatic beam - for both methods are positioned at
the same z-position.

Figure 3.13: Manual and SLM astigmatic beam scan comparisons. Includes MIP along the xz and yz-directions for
both the manual (a,b) and SLM (c,d) scan methods.

Supplemental to the MIP are the first and last transverse plane images for both scanning
methods; see Fig. 3.14. The beam displays an elliptical shape by being elongated within the xdirection for the first transverse plane, while being elongated within the y-direction for the final
transverse plane, which is indicative of astigmatic behavior. Once again, the spatial profiles are
nearly indistinguishable between the manual scanning method and SLM scanning method.
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Figure 3.14: Manual and SLM spatial profile comparisons of the astigmatic beam

As before, plots of the beam sizes are shown in Fig. 3.15 for both scanning methods along
the x and y-directions. The astigmatic effect has shifted the focus of the beam further towards one
end of the scanning range; as opposed the Gaussian beam. In either case, there is matching beam
size behavior between both scanning methods. The similarities between the two methods
highlights the accuracy to which the defocusing term is calibrated. Observing similar beam waist
values at each beam focal plane, as well as the same positioning in z of these planes (at f x = + 57
mm and fy = -55 mm), is a strong indication that the SLM defocus calibration is correct.
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Figure 3.15: Astigmatic beam size comparison. (a) Beam size at 1/e2 for the x-direction, displaying a focus at fx =
+57 mm. (b) Beam size at 1/e2 for the y-direction, displaying a focus at fy = -55 mm

3.6

Discussion
This chapter has demonstrated that it is not only possible to properly calibrate the

SLM, so that it may apply the correct defocusing term, but that it is also possible to apply this term
in order to create a 3D focal intensity distribution that is comparable to a manual scan; along the
same propagation range. The effectiveness of the defocusing term is crucial to the multiplane GA
experiments conducted within the next chapter, whose goal is to perform beam shaping and
optimize the focal volume of the laser to extend the depth of focus and obtaining thin non
diffracting beams.
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CHAPTER 4 FOCAL VOLUME OPTIMIZATION VIA MULTI-PLANE
SELF-LEARNING ALGORITHM
4.1

Introduction
In chapter 2, it was shown that a Genetic Algorithm (GA) – in conjunction with a Spatial

Light Modulator (SLM) as a correcting optics – is capable of wavefront correction of an aberrated
Gaussian beam, using the spatial profile captured in a single focal plane as the feedback signal for
the GA. One of the goals of this dissertation is to propose the optimization of the focal volume of
a laser, instead of just the focal plane (focal spot), and explore if a learning algorithm is able to
generate a focal volume that possesses a larger axial extent than that of a reference Gaussian
beam. For that purpose, chapter 3 showcased how to calibrate the SLM for imaging a laser beam’s
spatial profile at different transverse planes. The generation of extended focal volume (larger
extent axially in z), has interesting application in several fields, for example in the shaping of the
laser used in optical tweezers, or for the generation of thinner light sheets in light-sheet
microscopy.
Chapter 4 seeks to provide the following:
1) provide a brief summary into non-diffracting beams (section 4.2);
2) present the multi-plane GA, a modification of the single plane GA (developed in chapter 2)
that uses - as feedback - the signal from several transverse planes (section 4.3);
3) showcase results of the multi-plane learning algorithm generating beams with extended axial
length (section 4.4 and 4.6); and
4) study the effects that the multi-plane optimization range has on the axial length based on
images used for feedback (section 4.5).
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4.2

Non-Diffracting Beams
Unique among laser beams are beams that are able to retain the same intensity distribution

over an extended region of the optical axis; several times more than a typical Gaussian beam,
which maintain its beam width over roughly two times the Rayleigh Range (cf. section 1.3.4).
Beams such as these are classified as Non-diffracting. As its name would suggest, non-diffracting
beams are able to limit the spread of the optical energy over the entirety of the optical axis. While
retention of the beams shape is one of the more prominent aspects of a non-diffracting beam, there
are number of other qualities associated with specific non-diffracting beam types. For example, a
1st order Bessel beam is capable of a process known as self-healing, where even if a portion of its
wavefront is obstructed, it can reform its intensity profile further along the beam axis; see Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Bessel beam wavefront and transverse spatial profile. (a) When two planar waves intersect, they are able
to form the Bessel Beam spatial pattern shown in (b) [141]. Even if a portion of the intersected wavefront is
obstructed, the wave packet is still able to continue and reform shortly after the obstruction

The first notable non-diffracting beam, the Bessel beam, was experimentally demonstrated
by Jim Durnin; along with its various modes

[142,143]

. The Bessel beam can be represented

mathematically to determine its intensity distribution by Eqn. 4.1.
2𝜋

𝑑𝜑

𝐸(𝒓, 𝑡) = exp[𝑖(𝛽𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] ∫0 exp[𝑖𝛼(𝑥 cos 𝜑 + 𝑦 sin 𝜑)] 2𝜋 = exp[𝑖(𝛽𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)]𝐽0 (𝛼𝜌)
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(4.1)

In this instance, ρ2 = x2 + y2 and J0 is the zero-order Bessel function of the 1st kind. Further
discoveries into differing types of non-diffracting beams were made over several years, including
Airy beams, Mathieu beams, and wave-based parabolic cylinder beams [83,144-147]; see Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Various non-diffracting beam types. 2D spatial profile (top) and 2D longitudinal profiles (bottom) of the
(a) Airy [146], (b) Mathieu [144], and (c) parabolic [147] non-diffracting beams

Non-diffracting laser beams are popular for their extended propagation range and reduced
beam width [148,149]. The self-reconstructing behaviors they exhibit have a number of applications
for fields requiring the use of optical beams. Today, several advancements have been made in
generating these types of beams, such as the use of an axicon lens for producing Bessel beams [150],
or using an active optics to generate non-diffracting beams [151].

4.3

Multi-plane Genetic Algorithm
After demonstrating the wavefront correction and shaping ability of the GA-guided SLM,

as well as how calibrating the SLM for defocusing can simulate manual translation of the CCD
(Charged Coupling Device), it is now possible to determine if this learning algorithm setup can
generate extended focal volumes. Chapter 3 referred to the concept of a 3D focal intensity
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distribution, containing several transverse images collected at various planes along a longitudinal
axis which, when compiled, can generate of 3D shape (profile) of the beam. Important for this
discussion is the axial length of this profile, as it is an important characteristic in defining what is
known as the Focal Volume.

4.3.1 Focal volume and depth of focus
The definition for focal volume used in this dissertation is the following: “The focal volume
is a volumetric region in space where the light intensity is large than 50% of the maximum intensity
at focus”. In the case of a Gaussian beam, it is equal to the depth of focus (also called “confocal
parameter”) times the transverse (focal) area. The depth of focus is equivalent to Z = ±ZR, or twice
the Rayleigh range and is shown in Eqn. 4.2 for a Gaussian beam.
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 (𝐷𝑂𝐹) = 2𝑍𝑅 =

2𝜋𝑤02
𝜆

(4.2)

As a reminder, wo is the beam size at 1/e2 of the maximum intensity of the spatial profile
at a given z-plane, and λ is the wavelength of the laser. Fig.4.3. illustrates how this depth of focus
is tied to the Rayleigh range and waist of the Gaussian beam.

Figure 4.3: Beam size of a Gaussian beam. ZR is indicative of the Rayleigh range.
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The transverse area of a Gaussian beam is defined in Eqn. 4.3. The FWHM (Full Width,
Half Maximum) of the Gaussian beam can then be related to the beam waist (w0) by 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 =
𝑤0 √2ln(2)
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 2

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴) = 𝜋 (

2

)

(4.3)

Substituting the FWHM into Eqn. 4.3, and then multiplying both the depth of focus and
transverse area, the solution for the focal volume can be found Eqn. 4.4.
𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 𝐷𝑂𝐹 × 𝐴 =

(𝜋 ln(2))2
𝜆

𝑤04

(4.4)

Our goal is to extend the depth of focus of the focal volume. For the GA to optimize the
distribution of the focal volume, instead of the distribution of a single transverse plane, the
feedback measurements the GA receives should include more than one transverse plane. As the
spatial CCD cannot be moved at different longitudinal positions accurately and quickly enough
for the GA, changes in the longitudinal plane is performed by adding a focus phase on the SLM,
in the same manner that was presented in chapter 3 to measure the full 3D focal intensity
distribution. This approach is referred to as multi plane GA, in contrast with the single plane GA
used in chapter 2, which only uses information from a single transverse plane.

4.3.2 Experimental setup for multi-plane GA
Fig. 4.4 is an example of how an astigmatic beam would look like if only five transverse
profiles were measured. It appears that the main characteristics of a 3D focal intensity distribution
are visible even if only a few transverse planes are used to sample the beam structure, so it seems
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reasonable to think that a GA using signals from these five planes should be able to optimize the
focal volume; not just one single plane.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of focal volume for an astigmatic beam. The top five figures are spatial profiles taken at
regular interval in z

The experimental setup continues to use the Michelson interferometer layout shown in
chapter 2 and 3; albeit with the spatial profile arm of the setup. The reference mirror is blocked,
and the spatial profile camera is situated at a distance of 740 mm away from the SLM image plane.
It is important to note that the spatial CCD must be situated at this range, as the defocus calibration
results conducted in chapter 3 are only valid for this position. Attempting to provide a defocus
term outside of this position would potentially lead to an inaccurate defocus term being produced.
During the entirety of the GA optimization, the spatial CCD always stay fixed while still retaining
its ability to capture transverse images at differing focal planes using the SLM defocus term. Fig.
4.5 displays the experimental arrangement, which includes the valid focal volume range. A
transparent section shown atop of the camera and rail symbolizes the range in which an accurate
defocus range can be produced.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup used by the multi-plane, learning algorithm.

Five transverse plane images are collected by the spatial profile camera, and a minimum
(zmin) and maximum (zmax) longitudinal range is defined for optimization. There is no limit in how
many transverse planes can be used to evaluate an individual in the multi-plane GA, but for all
multi-plane optimizations performed in this dissertation at least five transverse planes were used.
Each image taken lies at different distances within the focal volume. Two images are taken at zmin
and zmax. Another is taken at the focal plane; z0. The remaining two images lie halfway between
zmin and z0, and z0 and zmax. Capturing the spatial profiles from five transverse planes ensures we
have enough information to generate an optimized focal volume, while also ensuring that we do
not exacerbate the time needed for the GA to go through each iteration.
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4.3.3 Fitness method construction
Section 2.4.3 detailed how the fitness method evaluates each individual (gene) in order to
provide a fitness score for each one. The fitness methods used in this chapter has to evaluate
multiple transverse planes, rather than a single plane. This means that each of the captured
transverse images is used in the fitness evaluation process. In this section, details are provided into
each of the fitness methods constructed for the purposes of axially extending the focal volume.
Table 4.1 contains a list of each of the fitness methods that were developed to meet this challenge.
The first logical fitness methods to consider are similar to the ones applied for wavefront
correction using the single plane GA presented in chapter 2. The first method, called “Maximum
beam intensity average” records the maximum intensity in each plane, and averages the five values
of maximum intensity. The second method, called “Beam size average”, calculates the beam size
in each plane, and takes the average value of these five beam sizes. It seems logical that
maximizing the beam intensity or minimizing the beam size across all planes should make a beam
more constant in size and intensity; hence with larger depth of focus. While these methods work
in the correct direction, they are not very successful because nothing prevents one plane from being
considered better (more intense or smaller in size) than other planes, which limits potential for a
good fitness score. When these methods were used, converging beams or diverging beams were
generally obtained. Other methods had to be developed to improve GA efficiency, which compare
information between the planes rather than adding values extracted from each of them.
Fitness method
Maximum beam intensity
average
Beam size average
Spatial profile similitude
Beam size difference
Focal point mask

Description / Goal of the method
Maximize the beam intensity across all planes
Minimize the beam size across all planes
Have a similar intensity distribution across all planes
Maintain a similar central beam size across all planes
Restrict the beam into a circular mask

Table 4.1: List of Fitness methods used for axially extending the focal volume of the laser beam
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Spatial profile similitude method
By seeking similitude in 2D intensity distributions across each of the transverse images,
the similitude fitness method should direct the multi-plane GA to find a phase array that would
shape the beam to have similar spatial profiles across all 5 image planes. The similitude method is
designed to minimize the squared difference (Eqn. 4.5) between each of the transverse images.
1

𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑁 ∑(𝐼 − 𝐼 ′ )2

(4.5)

Here, I is the entire transverse image at one plane, while I’ is the entire transverse image at
another plane. N is total number of combinations that were made between different transverse
images. An illustration of this procedure can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Manipulation of image for the similitude fitness method
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This method can have the option to normalize - or not normalize - the intensity of each
recorded image on the onset. Then, the squared difference between each of the images is found.
Finally, upon obtaining the sum of all these values, they are divided by the total number of
combinations in order to produce the fitness score for the GA. The squared difference value serves
as the fitness score, and the multi-plane GA seeks to minimize this score. Lowering this score
would mean the spatial profile for each plane is equally shared, which should result in a line-focus;
or non-diffracting beam. In an ideal case, without noise, a beam with identical spatial profiles across each image plane – would produce a fitness score of 0.

Beam size difference
A common characteristic of a line focus or non-diffracting beam is that it maintains a welldefined, central beam spot over a relatively large propagation range. If the multi-plane GA could
produce a beam shape with similar central beam sizes across each transverse plane, it could
generate that same line focus. The fitness method proposed here is intended to minimize
differences in the beam size over several transverse planes. This method evaluates the beam size
(whether at 1/e2 of the maximum intensity or FWHM) for one image plane, and then subtracts it
from the beam size at a different plane. This is applied for each subsequent transverse image, with
a vector containing each of the difference values being created. An average of this vector is then
taken, and this value becomes the fitness score. As the first image has nothing to compare itself to,
it is not counted when producing a fitness score.

Focal Point Mask
The Focal Point Mask is a phase method that seeks to maximize the intensity of the beam
within a circular region on the spatial profile camera. Within the dimensions of the 512x512 pixel
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SLM array, a circular region with a radius R is created. The size of the mask can be changed
internally to allow for a smaller region of interest, or much larger. Once this mask is created, the
fitness method measures the intensity of each pixel within the mask, before averaging them. This
average intensity value becomes the fitness score the multi-plane GA uses when determining the
best individual. Overall, the purpose of this method is to restrict and shape the beam so that it can
produce a line focus across multiple planes. Fig. 4.7 provides a diagram for how this method works.
Ipix is the intensity measured at each pixel, and Npix is the number of pixels measured.

Figure 4.7: The focal point mask fitness method.

4.3.4 Illustrating the fitness score for idealized beams
For the sake of illustrating some expected behavior of the GA when using each particular
fitness method, this section takes a theoretical perfect Gaussian beam and several idealized beams
(that may not be achievable at all) and displays their fitness scores. This provides a qualitative
understanding of the usefulness of each of these different fitness methods, and how the multi plane
GA using them would eventually converge if they are used. Fig. 4.8 displays the five spatial
profiles corresponding to five z-planes, for four idealized beams. The first beam (Fig. 4.8a) is a
theoretical Gaussian beam similar to the one generated in the geometry of our experimental setup.
The second and third beams (Fig. 4.8b & Fig. 4.8c) are idealized beams that have constant profiles
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corresponding to the Gaussian beam planes 2 and 3. The fourth beam (Fig. 4.8d) is simply noise
(all planes have similar noise), which would happen if the SLM just scatter the light away. The
maximum intensity and the beam size (FWHM) are indicated in the figure, along with the
corresponding fitness scores for four fitness methods presented in the previous section. Beam (b)
is the most desirable output, providing a large axial extend for a small beam size, then beam (c) is
the next desirable output beam. Methods 1 and 2 (Maximum beam intensity average and beam size
average) improve the fitness score for beam (b), but not for beam (c), as these methods give a
better score for the initial reference Gaussian beam. Consequently, as indicated in the previous
section, these methods converge very easily toward diverging or converging beams that contain
one image plane with a tight focus. As a result, methods 3 and 4 (spatial profile similitude and
beam size difference) for image comparison has been used more extensively.

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the fitness score for different fitness methods implemented. The fitness scores are
indicated to the right. (a) Theoretical Gaussian beam, (b and c) Idealized target non-diffracting beams that possess
the profiles of plane 3 (b) and plane 2 (a) in all of their 5 planes. (d) noise filled camera
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Nevertheless, the simple examples of Fig. 4.8 with their corresponding fitness scores F3
and F4, all equal to 0 for beams (b) (c) and (d) show that these methods do not place any constraint
on the beam size in any plane. This means that beams (b) and (c), while having different sizes,
could both minimize the fitness and be a best solution for the GA to converge. It is also noteworthy
that the beam (d) that has been scattered away from the camera, containing only background
camera noise, also would be a best solution for the GA with methods 3 and 4.
Unique to these two methods is the necessity to include a thresholding mechanism, which
is intended to reduce the possibility of the GA to converge to a solution that could lead to a very
large beam size or a solution with no beam at all on the camera. With thresholding, at the beginning
of every generation a corrected Gaussian beam is generated in order to serve as a reference from
which the threshold is determined. Upon generation, the CCD measures the intensity of the
Gaussian beam in the focal plane, and 5% of its maximum intensity is used as the threshold. From
here, the GA measures the maximum intensity found across all five transverse planes to see if at
least one plane meets the threshold. If the threshold is not exceeded, the best individuals from the
previous generation are used for scoring of the current generation.

4.3.5 Phase creation methods
In chapter 2, multiple phase methods were outlined and implemented with the intent of
wavefront correction. These phase methods included the Cartesian method and Zernike method.
Compared to the experiments in this chapter, the application of these phase methods was more
targeted in chapter 2, since the goal of wavefront correction is to minimize the amount of aberration
acting upon the Gaussian beam; within a single plane. A greater degree of exploratory freedom is
needed on behalf of the multi-plane GA to find a beam with a line-focus (or non-diffracting), and
one way of achieving this is by implementing new phase methods for the GA to use.
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Annular Phase Method
In seeking to create a non-diffracting beam, it is necessary to understand how these various
beams can be generated. For a Bessel beam, one method is to use what is known as an annular lens
(annulus). The annulus contains a ring with a predetermined thickness, which allows a Gaussian
beam to pass through; known as masking. Depending on the minimum (Rin) and maximum (Rout)
radius of the ring, the amount of energy throughput and profile produced by the annulus will
change. While this phase method is well known in its ability to formulate a Bessel beam, the
straightforwardness for it to do so limits its potential for generating any other type of beam with
an extended focal volume.

Radial Phase Method
Another alternative for generating a non-diffracting beam is the use of an axicon lens. The
axicon is a specialized lens with a conical surface, and is able to generate with propagation a ringlike spatial profile that converts a Gaussian beam into a Bessel beam. Axicons work by creating
the impinging wavefront seen in Fig. 4.1, which allows for a Bessel beam to be formed. In addition,
the surface of the axicon can be curved, allowing for variable focusing of the Bessel beam; a trait
the annular phase method does not provide. Rather than simply making a phase method solely
designed for making an axicon, a new phase method is produced to provide this phase shape, as
well as additional phase terms. This new method is called the radial phase method. The radial
phase method is constructed within a polar coordinate style system. Both the x and y dimensions
of the 2D SLM array are converted into the radial coordinate R using Eqn. 4.6. Each phase term
corresponds to a higher-order of R, and the magnitude of the phase term is represented as A; see
Eqn. 4.7. An illustration of the 𝐴1 𝑅 phase term producing a phase equivalent to an axicon lens can
be seen in Fig. 4.9.
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𝑅 = √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2
𝜑𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴0 + 𝐴1 𝑅 + 𝐴2 𝑅 2 ⋯ 𝐴𝑛 𝑅 𝑛

(4.6)
(4.7)

Figure 4.9: 2D axicon phase term sent to the SLM (left), and linecut taken horizontally (right)

As was previously discussed in section 2.6, greater exploratory freedom comes at a cost to
computational agility and increased iteration times. Given that the multi-plane GA requires the
analysis of multiple transverse images, there is already a reduction in the computational speed of
the GA. Potentially compounding this issue could be the fitness method chosen for the GA, as the
method of evaluation across multiple transverse images could also slow the GA. For there to be an
even trade-off between exploratory freedom, and computational time, balancing the fitness
method, phase method, and the number of phase terms, is the key.

4.4

Spatial profile similitude fitness experiment
This section seeks to apply the “spatial profile similitude fitness method” as a mean of

generating focal volumes with increased depth of focus. This fitness method is tested under a single
phase method (Radial phase), but the efficacy of the fitness method is tested by having two
scenarios where normalization is, and is not, used.
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4.4.1 Similitude fitness without normalization
In this experiment, optimization of the beam occurs over a range of 400 mm. This method
begins by using the second and third phase terms (A1 and A2) of the radial phase. Table 4.2 contains
the GA parameters used.
GA Parameter
CCD Exposure
Number of Generations
Best Individuals (Nbest)
Mutated Individuals
(Nmutation)
Crossover Individuals
(Ncrossover)
Number of terms
Range of mutation (rad)

Radial Phase Method
0.6ms
100
4
16
12
2
200

Table 4.2: Starting parameters for the similitude method with no normalization of the intensity values

Upon testing of the spatial profile similitude method (w/o normalization), the multi-plane
GA was able to shape the reference Gaussian beam into different profiles. However, as the number
of generations increased, the GA slowly began to make the laser more diffuse across each of the
transverse planes. What is noteworthy about this change in behavior is that it is also tied to a
reduction in the fitness scores measured by the GA. Further generations led to the GA spreading
the laser intensity so greatly, that the intensity from the beam became indistinguishable from
background noise measured by the spatial CCD. Fig. 4.10 displays the five transverse images
captured after applying the un-normalized similitude method.
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Figure 4.10: Results of the un-normalized similitude fitness method across all 5 planes

What can be inferred from this outcome is that the GA located an optimum; which was not
the desired solution, but that was considered as the best solution by the GA based on the defined
fitness. Essentially, through optimization, when it applied the squared difference it found less
variance within the background noise than it did with any of the intensity profiles with beam seen
in the camera. This outcome is not without justification, as the measured PV of the background
noised is 15 counts, with an RMS of nearly 2 counts. This is likely seen by the GA as the better
“solution” than that of making a beam with a line focus, but with greater fluctuations in the beams
intensity. It is worth noting that the thresholding mentioned in section 4.3.4, to prevent the GA to
converge toward noise, was not yet implemented when this experiment was performed.

4.4.2 Similitude fitness with normalization
In an effort to mitigate the results of the previous section, this fitness now implements a
normalization procedure for every transverse image. Normalizing each image means that the
intensity values now only range from 0 to 1. This translates to a smaller RMS value than that of
the background noise captured by the CCD, and also means that the squared difference value
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between planes is much smaller as a result. An interesting notion to consider with this, is that
normalization – in this manner – would mean that the GA seeks to optimize the shape of the beam,
rather than its intensity value, across all planes.
This section uses the same radial phase method, as well as the same GA starting parameters
and optimization range used in section 4.4.1. Initialization of the GA, using this new normalized
similitude method, begins much in the same as the previous method. After several generations, the
GA began to generate a Bessel beam that shifted focus across each of the different planes, in
addition to an annulus forming at certain times. Continued iterations eventually saw the GA
forming a Bessel-like beam across each of the transverse planes. Fig. 4.11 shows the 2D
longitudinal profile (Iyz) of the resulting Bessel beam, as well as the first and last transverse planes
of the longitudinal profile. 81 transverse images encompass the longitudinal profile, with each
separated by a distance of 5mm.

Figure 4.11: Iyz of the similitude method Bessel Beam. The transverse image on the left was captured at -200mm
(540mm), and the one of the right was captured at +200mm (940mm)

The longitudinal profile of the Bessel beam showcases a strong, line focus which
propagates over the entirety of the 400 mm optimization range. There is a discernable amount of
divergence in the beam size as the beam travels from -200 mm to +200 mm, which is more
noticeable in the higher-order fringes surrounding the central Bessel beam spot. This is also
detected in the first and last transverse images, in which the central beam spot of the Bessel is
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larger in the last plane than in first; along with fewer rings. Given that the radial phase is also
imparting a focus term on the SLM phase array, this is a likely consequence. Calculating the beam
width (as FWHM) of the central beam spot finds a value of 58.5 μm. Analyzing the 2D SLM phase
array, by taking a horizontal linecuts across its center, showcases how the algorithm is able to
achieve an axicon-like profile in order to generate the Bessel beam; see Fig. 4.12. The curvature
of its surface is the result of the defocus term being applied to shift the focus of the Bessel beam.

Figure 4.12: SLM phase results after normalized similitude method beam shaping. (left) 2D SLM phase array and
horizontal linecut of the Bessel beam with an optimization range of 400mm (right)

The generation of the Bessel-like beam is a welcomed discovery, and highlights the
importance that a fitness method can have on the multi-plane GA. The simple application of
normalization was significant enough for the GA to go from finding a solution that only produced
background noise, to a Bessel-like beam. These results also prove the effectiveness in having a
phase method that is conducive to generating extended focal volume, while also being compatible
with the fitness method.

4.4.3 Bessel beam vs Gaussian beam depth of focus comparison
After generating the Bessel beam with the similitude method, comparisons can be made to
determine how greatly the GA was able to extend the focal volume of the beam. As the focal
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volume is dependent upon the depth of focus, this depth can be used to assess the degree in which
the focal volume was impacted. A Gaussian beam will serve as a reference, and the Bessel beam
that was optimized for 400 mm will be compared against it. Determining the depth of focus uses
the 2D longitudinal profile of both beams, with a linecut taken across the central beam spot of both
beam types. This produces an intensity plot in z, and taking the FWHM of this new plot will lead
to the depth of focus value; seen in Fig. 4.13. Both beams are normalized to 1, the Bessel beam
being normalized to the center of mass of the intensity region lying between -300 mm to 100 mm.

Figure 4.13: 1D longitudinal intensity for the Bessel beam (blue dashed line) and Gaussian beam (red solid line)

The depth of focus for the Gaussian beam is measured to be 18.6 mm, while the Bessel
beam measures in at 609 mm; more than 32x the Gaussian beam. This extension of the depth of
focus and – subsequently – the focal volume, demonstrates the potential for the multiplane GA to
improve the axial dimension of the focal volume.

4.5

Bessel beams of varying optimization ranges
While it has been demonstrated that the multi-plane GA is capable of producing a Bessel

beam, it is necessary to prove that the algorithm is also able to optimize the beam for a definitive
focal volume distribution. To illustrate this point, this section seeks to create three additional
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Bessel-like beams using the phase and fitness method used in section 4.4.2. As there is a finite
amount of energy in the laser beam, it is expected that a larger optimization range would drive the
algorithm to expand the central beam size of the Bessel beam; to better distribute the beams energy.
In turn, this would also lead to a reduction in the total intensity. Inversely, a smaller central beam
size should be achievable by having a reduced optimization range, as energy does not have to be
maintained over a larger propagation range.
Bessel beams with optimization ranges of 50mm (or 715mm to 765mm), 200mm (or
640mm to 840mm), and 600mm (440mm to 1040mm) were generated. Comparisons also include
the Bessel beam made over the 400mm optimization range. In order to see how well these Bessel
beams maintain their shape under these specific optimization ranges, a 2D longitudinal scan (Ixz)
was taken for each beam type over 800mm; or -400mm to 400mm. Fig. 4.14 displays each Bessel
beam with varying optimization ranges indicated as dashed blue lines that correspond to the planes
where the 5 images used during optimization were taken. Each of the Bessel beams produced by
the multi-plane GA can carry themselves over a fairly large longitudinal range. The Bessel beam
optimized for 50 mm displays a discernable level of diffusion, with the Bessel beam not forming
until -280 mm. By contrast, the Bessel beams with 400 mm and 600 mm focal volume lengths are
able to maintain central beam focus over the entirety of the scanning range. Each beam is subjected
to a detectable level of divergence that is attributable to the focusing term. The diffusion and
divergence seen here is most likely due to the fact that the GA is forced to optimize at a given
distance from the SLM image plane, which restricts the maximum numerical aperture (NA) of the
solution. Table 4.3 contains the average beam size values of the central beam spot, in addition to
the A1 and A2 phase terms of the radial method. As theorized, a larger optimization range causes
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an increase to the overall size of the central beam of the Bessel. What is also clear is that a
significantly larger focus term is needed to extend across a greater optimization range

Figure 4.14:. Ixz of the Bessel beams w/ varying focal volumes. The blue vertical lines indicate each z position a
transverse image was taken during each beams respective multi-plane GA run.
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Bessel Beam
(Optimization Range)
600mm
400mm
200mm
50mm

Average Beam size
(μm)
73.5
58.5
51.8
48.2

A1 (radians)

A2 (radians)

-145.8
-173.0
-174.8
-130.2

154.7
143.1
135.2
91.7

Table 4.3: Average beam size values and phase terms for Bessel beams of varying optimization ranges

Multiple 2D SLM phase arrays for each respective Bessel beam, in addition to a plot
containing all their linecuts, are shown in Fig. 4.15. At the center of each array is a pointed tip (of
value 0 radians). As the focal volume range increases, the amount of curvature added to the initial
axicon phase pattern increases. This curvature provides a focusing effect that optimizes the Bessel
beam for its respective optimization range.

Figure 4.15: SLM phase arrays (a) and their associated horizontal linecuts (b)
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When taking a horizontal linecut across this point, the shape of the axicon is more
noticeable. At the wings of each axicon is a degree of curvature, which stems from the radial phase
producing a parabolic phase shape for focusing. At greater optimization ranges, the parabolic shape
becomes more pronounced, which is supported by the A2 values found in Table 4.3.

4.6

Beam size difference fitness experiment
This section seeks to test the effectiveness of the beam size difference fitness method and

its ability to extend the focal volume. Differentiating this section from the section 4.4 will be the
use of one fitness method (beam size difference) as a control, but with the application of two
different phase creation methods. This will include the radial phase and the Cartesian phase. As
the radial phase method was able to produce a Bessel-like beam, it has been adopted into this
sections experiment to see how significant an impact a change in the fitness method can have on a
phase method that was previously able to find a good solution. The Cartesian method will
juxtapose the radial method, as its ability to operate in two separate dimensions could afford it
greater shaping capabilities than that of the more uniform radial method.

4.6.1 Beam size difference minimization using the Radial phase method
Prior to starting the experiment, the GA parameters will be similar to the parameters in
section 4.4.2. With a 0.6ms exposure rate for the camera, the reference Gaussian beam reaches an
intensity value of nearly 3900 counts. At a factor of 5% of the Gaussians maximum intensity, this
means that GA will only accept the best individuals of the current generation so long as one of the
planes that is evaluated has a maximum intensity greater than 195 counts. Upon initializing this
experiment, the multi-plane GA sought to generate a Bessel-like beam once again that spanned
across all 5 planes. However, the Bessel-like beam produced under this fitness method experienced
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a larger degree of divergence compared to those produced by the similitude fitness method. Figure
4.16 shows the first and last spatial profile image of the results reached by this fitness method, as
well as the yz longitudinal intensity profile.

Figure 4.16: Bessel-like beam generated using the beam size difference fitness method

An intensity count of 450 at -200mm was measured, and an intensity count of 66 at
+200mm. Such a low intensity value sends the beam closer to the background noise level of the
CCD. When measuring the beam size (FWHM), the first plane (-200mm) has a beam size of 39.6
μm, and enlarges to 178 μm. Across all planes, the average beam width was measured to be 107
μm. This larger beam width stands in stark contrast to the average beam size of the similitude
method created Bessel beams, with the 600mm optimized Bessel beam maintaining a smaller beam
size (73.5 μm) across a greater optimization range. This fitness method, in conjunction with the
radial phase method, is unsuitable in generating a well-defined non-diffracting beam.

4.6.2 Beam size difference minimization using the Cartesian phase method
This section will implement the Cartesian method to see if it can produce a non-diffracting
beam. As the Cartesian method is able to apply a focus term, as well as modify itself in two separate
dimensions (x and y), there is the possibility that it could alter the spatial profile of the beam so as
to generate a non-diffracting beam. To add more complexity to this system, two additional phase
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terms (A3x/y and A4x/y) will be added in order to allow for greater freedom in the methods ability to
shape the surface of the phase. As the use of only the A2 terms would merely create a focus at only
a single plane, this action was needed. Table 4.4 contains the starting GA parameters.

GA Parameters
CCD Exposure
Number of Generations
Best Individuals (Nbest)
Mutated Individuals
(Nmutation)
Crossover Individuals
(Ncrossover)
Number of terms
Range of mutation (rad)

Cartesian Phase Method
0.6ms
100
4
16
12
4
200

Table 4.4:. Starting parameters for the beam size difference fitness method using the Cartesian method

After initializing this method, the GA was able to shape the beam into a new beam profile
that we had not previously discovered. The spatial profile of the beam displays the notable
asymmetrical, neighboring beam spots, which is indicative of an Airy beam; another type of nondiffracting beam. Fig.4.17 displays an image of the beams longitudinal profile, as well as the initial
and final transverse images of the beam.

Figure 4.17: 2D longitudinal intensity profile (Iyz) of the Airy Beam. The transverse image on the left was captured
at -200mm (540mm), and the one on the right was captured at +200mm (940mm).

The Airy beam is distinct in that it contains a central beam spot, and translates itself along
a curved path, within the transverse plane, as the beam propagates over the optical axis. In addition,
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this type of beam has a number of adjacent – but less intense – beam spots surrounding it. A portion
of the beam shows an apparent a loss in intensity compared to the outer edges of its longitudinal
profile. This is likely the result of the Airy beams inherent translation, as its central beam spot
shifts in position to form a parabolic arc. This shift in the central beam spot can draw certain parts
of the Airy’s longitudinal profile out of focus when attempting to image. Across all planes, the
central beam size (as FWHM) of the airy beam is observed to be 158 μm.
Viewing the 2D SLM phase array shows a noticeable number of phase wrappings, with a
distinct cubic function-like phase being detected when a linecut is passed horizontally across its
surface; see Fig. 4.18. Supporting scientific literature into Airy beams showcase similar cubic
surface phase shapes when generating an Airy beam

[152,153]

. A significant phase shape is also

needed in order to create this beam profile, as a PV of 205.7 radians was generated by the SLM.
This development is promising, as the multi-plane GA has now produced two non-diffracting
beams; without a prior knowledge.

Figure 4.18: SLM phase results after using the beam size difference method. (left) SLM phase array and horizontal
linecut of the 400mm volume length Airy beam (right)

4.6.3 Airy beam vs Gaussian beam depth of focus comparison
After successfully generating an Airy beam, it is important to ascertain how significant an
increase in the depth of focus was gained through the multi-plane GA. As the Airy beam translates
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itself in both x and y directions, as the beam evolves over the longitudinal axis, this can lead to
difficulties in determining an appropriate longitudinal range in which to evaluate its depth of focus.
For this, it is more desirable to obtain information from a region of the beam that is kept in focus
for an extended longitudinal distance. The 2D longitudinal intensity profile (Iyz) shown in Fig.
4.17 is not sufficient enough in obtaining an accurate depth of focus measurement. As a result, the
same Airy beam was measured from the XZ-axis, where the beam profile has minimal translation
between -170mm to 60mm; see Fig. 4.19.

Figure 4.19: Normalized 2D longitudinal intensity profile (Ixz) of the Airy Beam. The blue line represents the region
at which the longitudinal intensity distribution was measured, and the yellow arrows indicate the depth of focus

The Gaussian beam used in section 4.4.3 will – once again – serve as a reference, with its
depth of focus being 18.6mm. Fig.4.19 illustrates the depth of focus comparisons between the Airy
and Gaussian beam, which are both normalized. For the Airy beam, when taking the region that
has a light intensity greater than 50% of the maximum beam intensity (-152mm to -22mm), the
depth of focus is determined to be 130mm. This amounts to a 7x increase in the depth of focus
compared to that of the Gaussian.
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Figure 4.20: 1D longitudinal intensity for the Airy beam (blue dashed line) and Gaussian beam (red solid line)

4.7

Discussion
This chapter has demonstrated the ability of the self-learning, multiplane GA setup to

generate multiple types of non-diffracting beams; including a Bessel Beam and an Airy beam. In
addition, it was also demonstrated how this technique is capable of optimizing each type of beam
for a specific focal volume. Altering the optimization range of these Bessel beam has proven to
play a key role in its central beam size, as well as its ability to sustain its profile over relatively
small, or large, focal volumes. Finally, by analyzing the 2D longitudinal intensity profile for both
the Airy and Bessel beam, significant increases (by at least a factor of 7x) in the depth of focus
can be seen over their Gaussian beam counterpart; which also translates to a greater focal volume.
Though non-diffracting beams were generated and optimized for various volume lengths,
there are a number of hurdles still associated with using this technique in generating new types of
non-diffracting beams; or beams with a line focus. As outlined in chapter 2, the GA requires initial
parameters (such as the population size, fitness method, and phase methods used) that would allow
it to travel around a search space that is sizable enough for exploration, in terms of finding the best
solutions for a non-diffracting beam, but also mitigates the potential for finding a local optima; or
no solution at all. With respect to the SLM, there are potential limitations on how “fine” a line
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focus can be made within a restrictive focal volume. In addition, addressing the issue of divergence
will also be necessary in order to further improve the intensity distribution and focal volume
extension of the non-diffracting beams this method can produce.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusions
An introduction (Chapter 1) was provided for the reader to understand the fundamental

underpinnings behind wavefronts, adaptive optics, wavefront analysis, and the concept of
aberrations; and subsequent correction. These topics served as a prelude to experiments conducted
in chapters 2, 3, and 4, where the end goal was to produce non-diffracting beams without a prior
knowledge of the wavefront needed to generate such a beam. To meet this goal, a learning
algorithm, and specifically a Genetic Algorithm (GA), was designed and implemented for finding
this wavefront, rather than relying on a wavefront sensor. Chapter 2 tested the validity of this
learning algorithm by seeking to use the GA for the purpose of wavefront correction of aberrations
in a Gaussian beam. By having the GA seek to maximize the intensity of the Gaussian beam, the
intensity of the beam was significantly increased (by a factor of 2x) in the case of correcting the
initial SLM distortion, as well as extracting a central beam spot after correcting for higher-order
aberrations from the plastic coverslip.
Chapter 3 introduced the concept of the 3D focal intensity distribution of a beam and
presented a method to characterize it, with the goal of optimizing it using the learning algorithm.
As the focal volume occupies multiple transverse planes along the optical axis of the beam, it was
necessary to have the GA receive feedback from multiple transverse images at these various
planes. A defocus method was proposed and successfully demonstrated in chapter 3, which
showcased the ability for the SLM to shift the focus of the beam so that the CCD camera can
capture spatial profiles at different transverse planes; without needing to be translated. This served
as the backbone for experiments conducted in chapter 4, whose goal were to generate nondiffracting beams (or beams with a line focus). By obtaining multiple transverse images, the GA
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would then be able to act upon the 3D focal intensity distribution of the beam, in a method called
multi-plane GA. Several fitness and phase methods were implemented and experimented upon
(in chapter 4) to produce a beam with an extended focal volume. Using two new fitness methods,
the spatial profile similitude and beam size difference fitness methods, both a Bessel beam and an
Airy beam were generated; which are two well-known non-diffracting beams. These beams were
able to achieve extended depths of focus (and subsequently - focal volumes) of up to 30x that of
their Gaussian beam counterpart. It was also shown that by having the multi-plane GA operate
over an extended optimization range, the central beam size and focal volume of the Bessel beam
can be altered as a result.

5.2

Future Work
There are applications for the non-diffracting beams generated in chapter 4, which is the

creation of thin light-sheets for LSFM (light-sheet fluorescent microscopy). When making light
sheets, the ideal beam type would be a beam capable of the same non-diffracting qualities of the
Bessel beam and Airy beam, but with minimal fringes or side lobes that accompany the central
beam spot. For consideration, the theoretical “best method” for finding a new type of nondiffracting beam – to fit this need - would be to use a randomized phase method. Under this
condition, the learning algorithm (and subsequently – the SLM) would be given the highest degree
of freedom in shaping the beam to generate a non-diffracting beam with minimal side-lobes. Such
a method would be able to find a new solution than any predefined phase method used within this
dissertation.
The checkerboard phase method used section 2.6 is one such example. However, such a
method also comes with notable drawbacks, as a purely random phase requires a significantly
larger search space, leading to increased computational time. As was detailed in section 2.6, there
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is a significantly large search space the GA could operate upon if every pixel in the SLM is
manipulated independently (65535262,144). Other drawbacks to consider with this method is that, if
the checker size is too low (4x4 for example), it could lead to less flexibility in the phase surface
for the SLM to apply onto the beam; reducing the quality of the targeted GA solution. Too large
of a checker size (ex. 64x64 pixel) would significantly increase the time needed to apply each
random value to every checker, slowing down the GA.
Further work would be to compartmentalize the setup proposed in chapter 4, and have it
implemented within a LSFM for in-situ beam shaping. As was demonstrated, the multi-plane GA
has the potential for generating non-diffracting beams for the purposes of generating light-sheets.
These beams have significantly extended focal volumes, allowing for greater imaging depth within
the target sample. The extension of this volume – through the GA - should also be accompanied
by a reduction in the transverse area of the beam, allowing for a central beam spot that is smaller
than that of a Gaussian beam. This reduction in the beam spot would improve the resolution of the
image, as the non-diffracting beam would be able to illuminate smaller elements of the sample.
Finally, these non-diffracting beams require that their energy to be evenly distributed across the
entirety of its depth of focus. As opposed to a Gaussian beam, which concentrates much of its
intensity onto a finite focal spot, the larger intensity distribution of the non-diffracting beams
enables the reduction of phototoxicity in live samples.
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APPENDIX A. ZERNIKE POLYNOMIALS
The Zernike Polynomials[154] are appealing within the field of optics and ophthalmology
thanks in part to the simplicity in their formulation, as well as their ability to categorize various
optical aberrations in circular apertures (for example, an eye). Originally constructed for phase
contrasting, this mathematical ensemble has been iterated upon for the benefit of optical design
and testing. In the context of this dissertation, the Zernike polynomials serve as one of the phase
methods for the purposes of wavefront correction. Formulation of the Zernike Polynomials is set
within a polar coordinate regime; (r,θ). In this case, ρ = r/a, so that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
Using the Zernike circular polynomials, 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌)cos(𝑚𝜃) and 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌)sin(𝑚𝜃), we can expand upon
the wave aberration function W(ρ,θ):
∞

1

𝑛

2(𝑛 + 1) 2 𝑚
𝑊(𝜌, 𝜃) = ∑ ∑ [
] 𝑅𝑛 (𝜌) × (𝑐𝑛𝑚 cos(𝑚𝜃) + 𝑠𝑛𝑚 sin(𝑚𝜃))
1 + 𝛿𝑚0
𝑛=0 𝑚=0

where cnm and snm are the aberration coefficients, n is the radial degree, m is the azimuthal
frequency (with n – m ≥ 0), and δij is the Kronecker delta. The values for n and m are determined
by the following:
−3 √9 + 8𝑗
𝑛 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝 (
)
2
𝑚 = 2𝑗 − 𝑛(𝑛 + 2)

Here, j is the Zernike Mode number, and defines each specific Zernike aberration. The Zernike
mode number is defined as:
𝑗=

𝑛(𝑛 + 2) + 𝑚
2
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For the circular polynomials:
(𝑛−𝑚)/2

𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌)

=

∑
𝑠=0

(−1)𝑠 (𝑛 − 𝑠)!
𝜌𝑛−2𝑠
𝑛+𝑚
𝑛−𝑚
𝑠! ( 2 − 𝑠) ! ( 2 − 𝑠) !

in which n determines the polynomial degree. The radial polynomials are either even or odd:
𝑛
𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
2
;
𝑛
𝑜𝑑𝑑
2

𝛿𝑚0 ,

𝑅𝑛𝑚 = {
−𝛿𝑚0 ,

𝑅𝑛𝑚 (1) = 1,

𝑅𝑛𝑛 (𝜌) = 𝜌𝑛

It is important to recognize the orthogonal nature of the radial polynomials, in which their
integral forms can be reduced into the following:
1

∫ 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌)𝑅𝑛𝑚′ (𝜌) 𝜌𝑑𝜌 =
0

1
𝛿
2(𝑛 + 1) 𝑛𝑚′

2𝜋

∫ cos(𝑚𝜃) sin(𝑚′ 𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 = 0
0
2𝜋

∫ sin(𝑚𝜃) sin(𝑚′ 𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 = 𝜋𝛿𝑚𝑚′
0

The aberration function, as orthonormal Zernike circular polynomials Zj(ρ,θ), can be
represented as:
∞

𝑊(𝜌, 𝜃) = ∑ 𝑎𝑗 𝑍𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃)
𝑗=1

Incorporating the radial polynomials leads to the following Zernike mode expressions:
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𝑍𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √2(𝑛 + 1)𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) cos(𝑚𝜃),

𝑚 ≠ 0,

𝑍𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √2(𝑛 + 1)𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) sin(𝑚𝜃),

𝑚 ≠ 0,

𝑍𝑗 (𝜌, 𝜃) = √𝑛 + 1𝑅𝑛0 (𝜌),

𝑚 = 0,

Both Zernike and orthogonal aberrations consist of one or more classical aberrations;
including spherical, astigmatism, coma, and tilt aberrations. Referencing these polynomials is
typical performed by choosing a Zernike mode (Zj). As an example, a Zernike mode of Z4
corresponds to astigmatism along the x direction. In this case, the radial polynomial 𝑅𝑛𝑚 (𝜌) for
astigmatism in the x direction can be represented as 𝑅22 (𝜌); as well as ρ2. Fig. A.1 lists the
numerous Zernike polynomials, their aberration type, as well as the order of said aberration.

Figure A.1: List of Zernike Polynomial equations.
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APPENDIX B. SLM CALIBRATION
Proper operation of the Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) assumes that the grey levels (a
representation of the amount of voltage in one pixel) that are applied to the SLM pixels achieve a
desired phase response. In addition, non-uniform or partial illumination of the SLM requires the
location of the beam center and the beam size. By observing the behavior of the beams intensity,
and modulating the phase in a periodic fashion, it is possible to derive the phase response of the
SLM. From here, the Look-Up Table (LUT) for the SLM can be generated. In a general sense,
LUT files are responsible for indexing and associating computational values to values found in a
memory array. The ability for a computer to retrieve these associative values from memory
significantly reduces the amount of processing time needed to find a particular value, and makes
using such a method beneficial in run-time operations. A notable example of this is in the realm
of image processing. Input values represented in unsigned, 16-bit format (0-65535) – for example
– can be transformed into Red, Blue, Green (RGB) color format by associating the input values
with those of the LUT file. In the case of adaptive optics, the LUT file is implemented in a manner
so as to linearize the phase response of the liquid crystals from 0 to 2.
Specific to the SLM device used in this dissertation, the LUT file is represented as a text
file with two columns. The SLM only accepts (and applies) unsigned, 16-bit values, which is
represented from 0 to 65535. Column 1 is indicative of the input values sent to the SLM PCIe
controller, while the second column is the associated mapped values. This column will increment,
non-linearly, to a corresponding value that will result in a 2 phase shift; up to 65535. SLM phase
calibration is typically handled via interferometric methods. However, as using this methodology
is fairly tedious, an alternate calibration method is utilized. Calibration of the SLM in this regard
will utilize a diffraction method, in which a checkerboard phase pattern will be sent to – and
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applied by – the SLM. When a coherent light source impacts an SLM located at the front focal
plane of a lens, the Fourier Transform (FT) of the intensity pattern at the back focal plane is
indicative of the phase pattern currently applied to the SLM. By changing the phase contrast of
certain checkers, the amount of light diffracted from the zeroth order power also changes. By
mapping the gray levels as a function of the diffraction level, it is possible to determine the
corresponding phase contrast values; which can be implemented into the LUT file.
Calibration is set within a Michelson interferometer. Fig. B.1 illustrates the design of the
setup. A 488nm continuous wave (cw) laser passes through a series of focusing optics, followed
by a half-wave plate. The beam then impedes upon a non-polarizing beam splitter, diverting the
beam to both the SLM and the dielectric mirror. The SLM is of 512x512 pixel resolution (with
15μm pixel size), and is situated as the reference mirror within the interferometer.

Figure B.1: Experimental setup used for diffraction-based calibration of the SLM

The SLM is implemented into a LabVIEW user interface for the purposes of driving the
checker pattern. Light from the non-reference mirror is blocked off, as it is unnecessary. Once the
beam from the SLM arm returns to the beam splitter, it then proceeds to impact a flip-mirror, which
reflects the light towards a 150mm focusing lens. A 12-bit USB3.0 camera is situated at the focal
point of the lens, and is used for image capture of the diffraction pattern. The checkerboard pattern
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sent to the SLM (for diffraction) will consist of a 4x4 checkerboard, with each checker containing
128 pixels (see Fig. B.2).

Figure B.2: 4x4 Checker pattern applied by the SLM for diffraction calibration

During testing, the white checkers were maintained at the maximum gray level (65535),
while the black checkers start initially at 0. For the black checkers, the LabVIEW program used to
apply the checkerboard onto the SLM would ramp the gray levels of the black checkers by
increments of 128 gray levels; allowing for 512 measurable data points. Monitoring the intensity
of the 0th order diffraction pattern with a cropped window (30x30 pixel), when altering the phase
shift between the white and black checkers, allows for the applied grayscale to be matched with
the output phase shift. Energy loss, due to diffraction, is at its highest when the phase contrast is
equal to π, which occurs at an SLM gray level of 32,986. An example of the diffraction pattern
produced when a phase of π is applied can be seen in Fig. B.3.
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Figure B.3: Beam intensity when a checkerboard pattern of π-phase is applied to the SLM

A plot of the measured CCD intensity, as function of the applied SLM gray level, can be
seen in Fig. B.4. A 10th degree polynomial fit is overlaid on top of the data points to generate a
smoother intensity distribution; as function of gray level.

Figure B.4: Intensity of the 0th order diffraction as function of gray level. The intensity changes as the phase of the
checkerboard pattern is increased from 0 to 2π, with a π phase bringing the 0th order intensity to a minimum

Intensity measurements are normalized from 0 to 1, and normalization has to be applied
separately for phase range of 0 to π and π to 2π. This is necessary for the interpolation procedure
that is needed to fill the LUT file towards the end of the calibration process; which needs singlevalued data points. This also underpins the fact that there are not perfect boundaries between
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neighboring pixels in the SLM, due to the liquid crystal molecules not occupying discrete positions
above the pixels. After normalization, it is possible to match the intensity value to the phase (in
radians) using Eqn. B.1 for the phase range of 0 to π, and Eqn. B.2 for the phase range of π to 2π.
(Phase > π)

2 acos(√𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)

(B.1)

(Phase < π)

2[𝜋 − acos √𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦]

(B.2)

The phase in radians can be subsequently converted to phase in waves, which merely
requires dividing the values found in radians by 2π. This allows for the phase values to track from
0 to 1; when decrementing from 65535 to 0. Once in waves, the phase can finally be converted to
gray levels using Eqn. B.3. This same procedure is once again applied separately for the phase
range 0 to π, and π to 2π.
65535 – [65535*(Phase in Waves)]

(B.3)

Once the gray level values have been determined, the gray levels found for both phase
ranges can be placed within a 1D vector, and interpolated to 65535 points; originally from 512.
When constructing the LUT, the first column linearly increments from 0 to 65535. For the second
column, every gray level value that was found through conversion can be matched with each
specific integer within the first column. If the gray level values that were obtained (via conversion)
were used for this second column, several gaps would be present in the LUT file. The interpolation
that was performed essentially fills in the holds that would have otherwise been left empty. This
leads to the LUT file necessary for directing the proper phase response on the SLM. Fig. B.5
displays a small portion of the LUT file used for the SLM.
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Figure B.5: LUT file that was generated after diffraction-method calibration. The left column increments by unit
increments, and is mapped to the values in the second column
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